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ABSTRACT 

The consensus view is that caidiac hypertrophy is an adaptive response to 

increased work caused by a variety of stimuli. While hypertrophy can be defined as 

an increase in cell mass without an increase in cell number, not all increases are 

equivalent in type and amount of protein accumulated. Our goal in this study was to 

identify the common steps in the process of cardiac hypertrophy. Our working 

hypothesis was that in all forms of cardiac hypotrophy glucose utilization increases 

and that the percratage of energy derived firom fatty-add oxidation decreases. 

The first part of this study entailed the developmoit and characterization of a 

neonatal rat heart cell model. The model had to provide uniform culture conditions 

for rapid development of hypotrophy by agmts acting at diffoent sites in the 

cardiomyocytes. 

The second part of this study was composed of an assessment of hypertrophy 

caused by four pharmacologically distinct agents: norq)in^hrine, angiotensin-H, 

endothelin-I and tetradecylglyddic add. Li this part we compared the quantity of 

protein accumulation and quality of hypotrophy cause by each agent. This task was 

accomplished by oamining the effect of each agent on selected mRNA messages 

and alteration in DNA content of cardiomyocytes. Here we also examined the effect 

of protein kinase-C, endothelin-I and angiotensin-II inhibitors on hypertrophy caused 

by each agent. 

Di the final part of this study, metabolic alteration in hypertrophy caused by 

each agent was assessed for a potential common pathway to hypertrophy. As part of 
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this analysis, we oamined changes in glucose and palmitate oxidation, glucose 

uptake and lole of pentose pathway in hypertrophy resulting firom treatment of 

caidiomyocyte by each agent. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

This work was undertake to gain a better understanding of the mechanisms 

that result in cardiac hypertrophy. The goals were the following: 1) establish a cell 

culture model that would respond quickly and allow us to study cardiac hypertrophy, 

and 2) compare several hypertrophic agoits, which act through different rec^tors 

and pathways, for common elements associated with hypertrophy. For this purpose 

pharmacological agents that act through signaling mechanisms were examined for 

common biochemical pathways that resulted in cardiac myocyte hypertrophy. 

Agents in this study included the classic adrenergic agent norepinephrine ^epi), 

vasoactive agents angiotensin-!! (Ang-!I) and endothelin-! ̂ T-Q, and an inhibitor of 

a long-chain fatty-add oxidation tetradecylglyddic add (TDGA). The study was 

composed of three parts: 1) establishmmt and characterization of the cell culture 

model, 2) pharmacologic and molecular studies of hypertrophy, and 3) the study of 

metabolic pathways and their altoation associated with hypotrophy. Each section 

had its own goals and challenges as described bdow. 

Establishment and Characterization of the Cell Culture Model 

The neonatal rat cardiomyocyte in primary tissue culture was chosen as the 

basic model for this study. There were several reasons for this choice. First, it was 

relatively easy to establish and maintain neonatal rat cardiomyocytes in culture. 
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Second, the capability of neonatal cdls to undergo hypertrophy had already beoi 

well established. Third, the cost of establishing the necmatal rat model was least 

prohibitive for both long-term and large projects. Fourth, the neonatal myocyte 

most resembled the adult cardiomyocytes both in terms of metabolic activity and 

gene expression. After choosing the model and an explicit review of the literature, 

there woe several characterizing tasks immediately at hand. These included: 1) 

determination of uniform culture conditions in which all agents under study caused 

r^id onset of hypertrophy, 2) evaluating the need for antiprolifrative agents, 3) 

minimization of the extCTt to which non-myocytes contributed to the populations of 

cells in culture. Additionally, the DNA content of myocytes in the model was 

examined. This was done to establish the utility of DNA content of cardiomyocytes 

as an internal control for hypertrophic stimuli. 

The Study of Metabolic Pathways and Their Alterations Associated with 

Hypertrophy 

Depending on the nature of the stimulus, cardiomyocyte growth was likely to 

be comprised of different metabolic and molecular events (altered gene expression). 

To understand the nature of the hypertrophic process it was necessary to 

compare selected metabolic pathways and molecular events that were altered by 

different pharmacologic stimuli. In recent years, geae expression and molecular 

response to various agents had been extensively studied. However, most of these 

studies failed to examine the potential role of metabolic alterations in the 
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hypertrophic process. The possibility of the existence of a common metabolic 

pathway to hypertrophy had not yet been addressed. Because it had been 

hypothesized that down regulation of fot oxidation and up regulation of glucose 

oxidation that occurred witii TDGA might be a unifying theme in hypertrophy, 

metabolic activity and possible alterations associated with the cardiomyocyte's 

exposure to hypertrophic agents were compared. Four indices of metabolic activity 

of the cardiomyocyte were examined. These included &tty-add oxidation, glucose 

oxidation, activity of pentose phosphate shunt, and glucose uptake. 

Pharmacologic and Molecular Study of Hypertrophy 

As part of the cell culture characterization of the model, the optimal 

concentration of each agent needed for maximal hypertrophic response was 

determined. Originally, we chose to normalize the increase in the protdn content of 

treated cells to the DNA content of the same cells. This normalization allowed for 

cross comparison of the hypotrophic potential of each agent. Therefore, initially, 

the effect of each agent on the quantity of protein and DNA accumulated was 

detnmined. For this normalization to work, the assumption that hypertrophy, as 

distinct from hyperplasia, was not accompanied with an increase in DNA had to be 

made. In foct, most of the medical litmture present this hypothesis as being correct 

(Robbins, 1994). However, our preliminary studies showed that contrary to the 

assumption made, hypertrophy caused by Nepi, Ang-ll, ET-I and TDGA was also 

accompanied with some increase in DNA content of cardiomyocytes. Lideed, it had 
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been reported in the literature, that for both neonatal and adult cardiomyo(7tes 

hypertrophy was associated with binucleation and an increase in the ploidy of 

cardiomyocyte (Qubb, 1984). With these findings, the decision was made to 

normalize protein accumulation per cell. Tbis would necessitate a manual cell count 

before measuring cell count protein but it would minimize any contribution due to 

hyperplasia of myocytes or nonmyocytes alike. 

As part of distinguishing the qualitative effect of each agmt, in addition to 

the protdn and DNA effects, the abili  ̂of each agent to induce/repress a- and 

myosin heavy-chains (MHC) and C-fos oncogene was compared. Both a-and 0-

MHC are found in large amounts in rat ventricle. An increase in a-MHC relative to 

j8-MHC is associated with high ATPase activity and a deosased economy of force 

development by the ventricle. On the other hand, a decrease in a-MHC relative to 

jS-MHC is associated with low ATPase activity and an increase in economy of force 

development by the rat ventricle (Katz, 1992). The ability of rat vratricle to 

preferentially express MHC genes has been implicated in the adaptation of cardiac 

performance to such conditions as exercise and overload induced hypertrophy, 

endocrinopathies and aging (Katz, 1990 & 1994). For example, it has been 

established that hyperthyroidism and exercise preferentially induce a-MHC in rat 

ventricle whereas overioad hypotrophy, diabetes and hypothyroidism preferentially 

up-regulate jS-MHC (Katz, 1992). Additionally, since PK-C has been suggested as 

the common proximal signal in hypertrophy and ET-I has been suqiected of being 

the common final effector for Nepi and Ang-n (Alio, 1992; Irons, 1993), the effect 



of respective inhibitors on the hypertrophy caused by all four agents in the model 

was oamined. 
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CHAFrER2 

REVIEW OF THE LTTERATDRE 

Heart diseases and, specifically diseases of the heart muscle, have long been 

recognized as being responsible for human deaA. Myocardial disease, as distinct 

firom coronary and valvular diseases, was first recognized and reported by the 

German scientist Krehl in 1891 (Abelmann, 1989). French physicians Josser and 

Gallavard in 1901 and American physician Christian in 1933 reintroduced and 

reemphasized the conc^t of muscular diseases of the heart. However, it was not 

until the second half of the twentieth century that diseases of the cardiac muscle 

came to prominence; for example, cardiac hypertrophy as a cause of death first 

came into international attention in 1957 in a case reported by Brock who described 

it as an entity that caused fimctional obstruction similar to that of valvular stenosis 

(Maron, 1994). Di 1958 British pathologist Teare gave the first unequivocal 

anatomic description of cardiac hypertrophy in seven patients who had died suddenly 

(Teare, 1958). Over the past forty years knowledge of geometric, hemodynamic 

and pleomorphic manifestations of the disease has increased primarily due to an 

enlarging body of natural history data and advances in cardiac imaging. However, 

the main body of knowledge of cellular processes that are associated with or 

causative of cardiac hypertrophy comes ftom studies performed in the last ten to 

fifteen years, and despite many advances, much remains undiscovered. 

Unfortunately, appreciation of etiology, cellular pathophysiology, cellular 
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metabolism and the molecular mechanism of cardiac hypertrophy are still 

incomplete. 

The consensus view of cardiac hypertrophy is that it is an ads^tive response 

to an increased workload caused by a variety of stimuli (Jacob, 1993). From the 

cellular point of view hypertrophy can be defined as an increase in cell mass for a 

fixed number of cells. It is thought that during hypertrophy in vivo, protein 

synthesis increases without a corresponding increase in DNA synthesis Q^g, 

1992). Cardiac hypertrophy afflicts thousands of people in the U.S. and perh^s 

millions of people throughout the world. Ventricular hypertrophy is an independent 

risk factor for mortality in hypertensive patioits and is the main cause of diastolic 

dysfimction in young adults with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. Understanding of 

the cellular mechanism involved in increasing cardiocyte mass is a first step in the 

developmrat of therapies and strategies that could either retard or revise cardiac 

hypertrophy and, in turn, possibly reduce morbidity and mortality firom this disease. 

Cardiac hypertrophy in genoal can be classified as two types: pathologic and 

physiologic. All types of hypertrophy are beneficial in the short-term due to an 

initial increased ability of the heart to pump and maintain (or increase) cardiac 

output in the fiice of an increased afterload or cellular demand. &i humans, 

pathological myocardial hypertrophy is often categorized morphologically as 

concentric or eccentric Needle, 1988; Nguyen, 1994). Concentric hypertrophy is 

associated with an increase in ventricular mass and thickening of the wall without a 

major change in the size of the chamber. Problems such as aortic stenosis and 
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systemic hypertensioa usually cause concentdc hypotrophy. Eccentric hypertrophy, 

on the otho" hand, is not only a&soCT'ated with increased ventricular mass but also is 

accompanied with a significant dilation of the chamber. Etiologically, eccentric 

hypotrophy may be a result of chronic valvular insuffidoicy, congestive 

cardiomyopathy and cardiac feilure due to chronic coronary artery disease Nguyen, 

1994). There seems to be a diffoence in phasic, short-tom stimuli for hypertrophy 

versus tonic long-term stimuli (Katz, 1992). Long-term stimuli cause pathological 

hypotrophy that lead to decomprasation and are associated with increased risk of 

diastolic dysfunction, arrhythmias, vulnerabili  ̂to hypoxic injury and suddoi 

cardiac death. Short-term stimulus Q.e., exercise) does not seem to increase the risk 

of cardiovascular mortality and does not dppeai to be associated with cardiac 

functional abnormalities. Pathological hypotrophy is characterized by induction of 

genes usually expressed in the immature heart .̂e., beta-myosin heavy-chain gene) 

(Nadal-Ginard, 1993; Besse, 1993). Functionally, pathological hypertrophy consists 

of an early stage with stable cardiac fimction with the potential for regression, a 

progressive stage with an increase in functional failure and a late decompensated 

stage accompanied by degeneration of myo(7tes and fibrosis. 

On the other hand, physiologic- or exercise-induced hypertrophy is 

characterized by induction of adult genes (i.e., alpha-myosin heavy-chain gene), 

which favors the encoding of the isooizyme with high ATPase activity and rapid 

shortraiing velodty (Gupta, 1993; Simpson, 1991). Physiologic hypertrophy is 
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accompanied by improved cardiac function and does not seem to be associated with 

diastolic dysfunction or an increased risk of cardiovascular mortality. 

Growth and differentiation are integrated parts of the cell ̂ cle that lead to 

normal cardiomyo^te development; subsequently, cardiac hypertrophy may be 

viewed as an extension of a normal mechanism following terminal differratiation. 

This is made clear by discussing the process of the cell ̂ cle and differentiation. 

Cell division occurs in a cycle composed of five distinct stages. In response to 

growth hormones, cells move through growth phase, Gl. Late in the G1 phase, the 

cell becomes committed to divide and no longer requires growth hormones to 

monitor growth. Gl is followed by a phase during which DNA is rqilicated by 

synthesis in the S phase. A second growth phase of protein accumulation (G2) 

follows, but the cell progresses quickly to the next phase. Mitosis, M phase, occurs 

when chromosomes are separated; daughta" nuclei are formed; and the cell divides. 

The cell at this point either returns to Gl or enters a resting state GO (Long, 1991). 

Embryos require a functioning circulatory system to complete organogenesis. The 

heart is a fimctioning organ in the embryo long before repeated turns of the cell 

cycle increase the cardiomyocyte number and cardiac size to its final zenith. It is 

thought that, unlike skeletal muscle that do not differentiate until proliferation has 

ceased, cardiac muscle must e]q>ress a functioning muscle phenotype while 

continuing to undergo cell division. Diffoentiation and proUfocation in the heart 

seem to occur in several sequential steps late in fetal development. The proliferation 

of cardiomyocytes comes to an end either shortly before or after birth and the 
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myocyte are defined as having undergone terminal diffoentiation. This stage is 

marked by the ej^ression of proteins of the sarcoplasmic reticulum and t-tube 

formation. After terminal differentiation, it is thought that cardiomyocyte enters and 

remains at GO for the remainder of its life. 

In the mammalian heart the first stage of differentiation consists of 

proliferation of the premyoblast doived fipom the splenic mesoderm. Next, heart 

cells imdergo myogenesis where synthesis of specific muscle protein occurs. During 

myogenesis, synthesis of contractile protein leads to the appearance of myofibrils, 

cross-striations and spontaneous contractions. Howevo*, cytodifferentiation in the 

heart is not synchronized and, therefore, premyoblasts and developing myocytes 

initially coexist. Around the time of birth, myocytes acquire a full complement of 

muscle specific protein and myofibrils and lose the c^iadty to proliferate 

(Claycomb, 1976; Zak, 1974). It is thought that by birth almost all heart cells are 

terminally differmtiated and that the number of cardiomyocytes and presumably 

DNA content of these cells remains constant. The heart, unlike skeletal muscle, is a 

muscle tissue without the ability to regenerate as damage to this tissue is r^aired by 

scar formation with hyperplasia of fibroblasts (Goldman, 1992). It is stipulated that 

hypertrophy occurs either during G1 and GO in fetal cells or in the GO phase in adult 

cardiomyocytes without the need for the cell to enter the synthesis phase ^ugaisl ,̂ 

1986). However, some studies have shown that terminally differentiated heart cells 

can increase the number of nuclei per cell and in ploidy (Claycomb, 1983). It has 
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also been found that caidiomyocytes in response to hypertrophic stimuli can be 

primed to increase their DNA content and become polyploid cells (Qubb, 1984). 

Cell signaling and induction of genes is an inhemt part of the growth and 

differentiation process during normal development. Similarly, cell signalling and 

induction of genes are an inherent part of conv^ing the hypertrophic stimuli to the 

nucleus that results in an increase in protein synthesis. Therefore, to appreciate the 

hypertrophic process fully, both cell signaling and gene induction must be 

considered. Cell signaling studies have improved our understanding of how signals 

are generated by various growth factors and how hormones elicit changes in gene 

expression. It is now well established that at least three second messenger pathways 

can be involved in hypertrophy (Morgan, 1991). These include cyclic AMP, 

calcium ion, and diac^lglycerol. In general, three strategies, all involving 

phosphorylation of existing protdns, are used to communicate signals ficom the cell 

surface to the nucleus: a) activation and translocation of cytoplasmic kinases to the 

nucleus, b) direct activation of latent cytoplasmic transcription factors, and c) release 

of transcription £su;tors firom cytoplasmic anchor protein Awards, 1994; bumo, 

1988). Li recoit years some investigators have suggested that activation of protein 

kinase C (PK-Q may represent one of the most proximal conunon signaling events 

in hypertrophy (Chien, 1991; Xu, 1993). In &ct, it is well known that phorbol 

esters, which activate PK-C can also lead to devdopment of cardiomyocyte 

hyp^ophy (Mochly-Rosen, 1990). It has bera also been shown that PK-C 

activation is needed for glucose uptake by manmialian cells (Standaert, 1990). 
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Since adult cardiomyocytes in vivo axe terminally differmtiated, th  ̂axe not 

able to proliferate. Any increase in cdl protein results mainly from an inoease in 

contractile protein subsequoit to induction of the message e]q)ression of RNA of the 

contractile protein gene (Gupta, 1993; Mochly-Rosen, 1990). Among the most 

abundant and well chaxactenzed contractile protdns axe alpha- and beta-myosin 

heavy-chains (MHQ. a- and /3-MHC axe oicoded by two genes tandomly 

positioned on the same chiomosome 14 (Gustafson, 1985). Depending on the 

homomeric or heteromeric constituents, three different isoforms of MHC protein 

exist. VI myosin contains two a-MHCs; V2 contains both a- and /3-MHC; and V3 

contains two jS-MHCs. VI myosin has a high» ATPase activity than V3. At least 

in rats the ratio of a-MHC//?-MHC message repressed tends to increase in a mature 

heart and exercise induced hypotrophy (Iwaki, 1990). On the other hand, this ratio 

(a(-MHC//3-MHC) tends to decrease due to relative over-expression of /3-MHC in 

early cardiac development and in pressure loaded and norepinephrine induced 

hypertrophy (Simpson & Long, 1989). lin general, besides the up-regulation of fetal 

genes, such as a-MHC hypertrophy, the process is also accompanied with up-

regulation of immediate early genes such as proto-oncogene C-fos. Indeed, up-

regulation of C-fos has been shown to occur in both in vivo and in vitro models of 

hypertrophy and are thought to play a role in the initiation of the hypertrophic 

process (Claycomb, 1987; Izumo, 1988). Oncogenes today axe thought by many to 
% 

act as "third messenger systems" involved in the relay of messages from the cell 

surface to nucleus and eventual activation of cellular response (Edwards, 1994). 
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However, the role of oncograes as necessary or sufficient fiictors of hypertrophy 

remains unknown. Some investigators have suggested that oncogenes in goieral and 

C-fos in qiedfic play minimal or no role in hypertrophy. These investigators point 

to the fyct that cycloheximide blockade of C-fos protein translation, does little to 

prevent the expression of muscle specific gmes in cardiomyocytes ecposed to Nepi 

(Simpson & Long, 1989). 

The study of hypertrophy, similar to the study of other biologic processes, 

may occur in either an m or in vitro model. The m vrvo models are 

representative of physiologic conditions, but they are hard to interpret due to 

multivariable changes and complicated systemic interactions. In studying the 

underlying mechanism of hypertrophy, the cell culture model is more appropriate 

since it allows for better control of variables and cellular environment. 

Additionally, cdl culture models allow for assessment of effects of individual 

agents on metabolism, gene expression and protein buildup. The in vitro models of 

cardiac hypotrophy can be subdivided into fetal, adult and neonatal cell cultures. 

The fetal model is the least representative of the postnatal mammalian heart. 

Specifically, fetal cells do not undergo hypertrophy and, depending on the species 

and the level of fetal devdopment, may respond to hypertrophic stimuli by 

undergoing hyperplasia. Furthermore, fetal cells do not express the group of genes 

associated with normal adult cardiomyocytes and metabolically seem to be distinct 

firom the postnatal stage by heavy utilization of glucose and high activity of pentose 

phosphate shunt enzymes (Sperelakis, 1983). On the other hand, adult 
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caidiomyocytes seem to diffeientiale in culture, lose their myocyte morphology of 

cross striation and are more difficult to maintain (Claycomb, 1983). Neonatal 

caidiomyocytes both in terms of gene expression and metabolic activi  ̂seem to best 

resemble the post-natal period of cardiac development (Claycomb, 1980; Simpson, 

1982). Neonatal cultures are relatively easy to setup and maintain for a poiod of 

days to weeks and have been used to measure myosin heavy-chain gene expression. 

Table 2.1 shows myosin heavy-chain genes expressed in the fetal, neonatal and adult 

periods of life in rats. While the myosin heavy-chain gene agression in the 

ventricle changes developmentally and in response to disease state atrial cell express 

a-myosin at all ages in vivo. Voitricular myosin heavy-chain gene e7q)ression in vivo 

has therefore been viewed as a key indicator of cardiac status. Development of 

hypertrophy by stimulation of cardiomyocytes with a single growth fector or 

hormone in the neonatal model has been well studied. Howeva*, the utility of such 

models for the study of chemically, structurally, and mechanistically unique 

pharmaceutics has yet to be detomined. Since chemically distinct hypertrophic 

agents have different chemical and biological properties, the uniform culture 

conditions which best lend themselves to induction of hypertrophy for all agents 

must be characterized. The goal of such characterization is to allow for the cross 

comparison of protein accumulation, gene expression and metabolic processes 

involved with hypertrophy caused by each agent. 

Since heart tissue is composed of both muscle and non-muscle cells. After 

harvest, neonatal cell cultures are often treated with an antihyperplastic agent to 



Table 2.1 Predominate myosin heavy-chain isoforms in xat ventricle (In vivo) 

Fetal p-MHC 
Ncooatal a-MHC 
Adult a-MHC 
ScBCscoce ^MHC 

Hypothyroidini p-MHC 
EnV Hypertbyraidian (x-RuiC 
Diabetes nellitus P-MHC 

Overload hypertropby P-MHC 
Exercise hypertropby a-MHC 
Atrial myocytes a-MHC 
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prevent the proliferation of non-myo^tes. Neonatal cell cultures aie usually treated 

for three days with antiprolifiatrve agents, such as bromodeoxyuridine, prior to 

exposure of cells to hypertrophic stimuli. Both exposures to antiprolifiative agents 

and lag time prior to hypertrophy interfere with the establishment of hypotrophy in 

a short period of time (i.e., one week). With minor modifications, neonatal rat 

heart cell cultures woe used to establish the rapid model (response in days not 

weeks or months) for the study of hypertrophy. The hypotrophic potentials of 

Norepinephrine (Nepi), angiotensin-!! (Ang-IO, endothelin-I (ET-Q and 

tetradecylglyddic acid (TDGA) in this rapid model were assessed and compared. 

Causative signals of hypotrophy in vivo may be categorized as 

dther hemodynamic secondary to increased cardiac pump activity  ̂or non-

hemodynamic secondary to activation of cardiomyocyte by hormones and growth 

factors. Since myocardial hypertrophy is usually associated with changes in the 

hemodynamic load of the heart, it is postulated that physical stimulus, such as 

stretch, might initiate a cascade of cellular and biochemical events leading to cell 

growth (Simpson & Savion, 1982; Sadoshima, 1993). Numerous in vivo studies 

have shown that direct hemodynamic stimuli, such as the ligation of aortic or renal 

arteries, lead to an increase in cardiac load and the blood pressure and over a period 

of time can lead to hypotrophy (Dazu, 1993; McDermott & Morgan, 1989). On 

the other hand, many in vivo and in vitro studies also have established a distinct role 

for non-hemodynamic signals of cell growth. Broadly, in an in vitro model, growth 

factors, hormones, etc. that cause hypertrophy can be categorized into chemical 
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agents that are involved in the hemodynamic cascade and those that are not. 

Comparing the metabolic alterations caused by various hemodynamic and non-

hemodynamic agents increases the understanding of the metabolic process and 

potentially elucidates common elements or processes involved in hypertrophy 

regardless of the nature of the stimuli. 

Adrenergic hormones, the catecholamines Norepinephrine (Nispi) 

from sympathetic terminals and epin^hrine from adrenal medulla, have been studied 

most extensively as a stimuli for myocardial growth (Marino, 1990; Simpson, 1991). 

Because of this, Nq>i is considered the gold-standard for assessment of hypertrophy 

in cardiomyocytes. Many studies have shown that norepinephrine, both through its 

activation of adrmogic receptors (a-1,2 & /3-l,2) in the heart and its indirect 

activation of the renin-angiotensin system, can increase blood pressure and, 

therefore, increases the cardiac load and causes hypertrophy. The activation of a-1 

adrenergic receptors and the increase in the myocyte load in neonatal rat heart cells 

has also been shown to cause cellular growth and hypertrophy (Simpson, 1983; 

Morgan, 1985). 

Angiotensin-n (Ang-II) is a nanopeptide that can be synthesized 

either through the angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) in the renin-angiotensin 

system or by the cardiac tissue chymase oizyme. It is well established that both 

locally produced tissue Ang-II and the Ang-H produced as a result of activation of 

the renin-angiotensin system activates the angiotensin n receptor (AT-1) in the heart 



(Dzau, 1993; Stoll, 1995). The activated AT-1, in turn, leads to stimulation of 

heait rate, contractility and growth of myocytes. 

Furthermore, it has been determined that the ̂ dic p^tide 

endothelin-I that is a potent vasoconstrictor also has positive inotropic and 

hypotrophic effects in cardiomyocytes. The cardiac effects of endothelin-I are 

mediated through endothelin-A (ET-A) receptor on the cardiomyocytes (Ito, 1991; 

Shubeita, 1990). 

It has also bem established that a host of growth fiictors including 

Ang-n, Nq>i, and other stimulants of hypertrophy, such as shear stress and hypoxia, 

can induce the ET-I gene in the endothelial cells. Induction of ET-I goie and 

production of ET-I peptide can potentially result in an increase in cardiac load 

through a direct increase inotropisity and indirectly through vasoconstriction 

(Luscher,1993). Certain non-physiologic compounds, such as tetradecylglyddic add 

(TDGA), an expoimental antihyperglycemic agent that inhibits &tty-add oxidation, 

have also been shown to cause cardiac hypertrophy dressier, 1989). TDGA is a 2-

epoxy modified palmitic add which diminishes long-chain &tty-add oxidation via an 

inhibition of the carnitine acyltransferase of the outer aspect of inner mitochondrial 

membrane (Bachmann, 1984). Therefore, TDGA's inhibition of the carnitine 

acyltransferase leads to depression of &t oxidation depletion of acetyl coenzyme-A, 

activation of pyruvate dehydrogenase and potentiation of glucose oxidation. 

Although none of the aforementioned agents are direct hemodynamic stimuli, all 

except TDGA, are involved in the hemodynamic cascade. Therefore, for the 
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purpose of studying agents that cause hypertrophy, these agents can be categorized 

into two groups: those that in one way or another are involved in the hemodynamic 

cascade and those that are not. TDGA altm the metabolic process in the heart and 

causes hypertrophy (Bressler, 1989; Greaves, 1993). Comparison of metabolic 

processes involved in TDGA induced hypertrophy with other agents might provide 

further insights into potential common pathways that lead to hypertrophy. 

Metabolic Influences during Hypertrophy 

In the normal heart, oiergy production is regulated by activity 

demands of the myocardium. Cardiac metabolism during development changes in 

response to oxygen and substrate availability. In neonatal and adult rats the heart is 

almost exclusively aerobic and the preferred substrate for utilization are free fisitty-

adds, but glucose oxidation also significantly contributes to energy production of the 

heart (Opie, 1992). Although cardiac gene e^qiression responds to a variety of 

signals such as thyroid hormone and catecholamines, there is increasing evidence for 

additional signals related to metabolism. For example, when rats are intnmittently 

food-dq>rived, there is a shift in gene ^ression that &vors /3-MHC. Similarly, 

streptozotodn induced chronic diabetes in rats preferentially decreases a-MHC 

expression in the heart (Rupp, 1989). In recent years increasing evidence points to 

the diversity of genes transcribed during the hypertrophic process dq)ending on the 

stimulus (Gupta, 1993; Rupp, 1991). 
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This diversity in genes expressed also points to possible diversity of 

proteins produced due to the nature of the stimulus. In gmeral, gene transcription 

during hypertrc^hy can be divided into oncograes and other genes associated with 

structural and contractile protdns. 

Hypotrophy as an increase in protein content of the cell could be 

explained by one or a combination of the following mechanisms; 1) an increase in 

the RNA pool, 2) an increase in the content of ribosomal machinery, 3) an increase 

in efficiency of ribosomal assembly of polypeptides, or 4) a decrease in protein 

degradation. Recent findings with regard to the specificity of protein synthesis 

during hypertrophic process and minimal changes in rate of protein degradation 

within the same process seem to indicate that RNA up-r^ulation plays a central role 

in cardiac hypertrophy (McDomott & Rothblum, 1989; Morgan, 1985). An 

increase in the RNA content of the cell could be achieved either through an up-

regulation in the oxidative or non-oxidative pentose phosphate pathway (PPP), or by 

increasing the stability of RNA (Zimmer, 1981; Dow, 1985). The pentose 

phosphate pathway is important because it is the link between carbohydrate, &tty-

acid, purine and pyrimidine nucleotide metabolism ^ig. 2.1). The pentose 

phosphate pathway plays two critical roles in the cell: 1) It provides a reducing 

equivalent in the form of NADPH for £itty-acid synthesis and detoxification of 

oxygen radical via glutathione peroxidase. 2) Through this pathway ribose-5-

phosphate is generated which can be transformed to 5-phosphoribosyl-l-

pyrophosphate (PRPP), the essential precursor for the synthesis of purine and 
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pyiimidine nucleotides 
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pynmidine nucleotides. Glucose taken up by myocaidial cells is converted to 

glucose-6-phosphate (G-6>P) and is predominantly utilized tfuough glycolysis. 

However, a portion of the G-6-P mters the oxidative branch of the PFP. Agents, 

such as TDGA, inhibit fetty-add oxidation and shift metabolism to the glycolytic 

pathway without a corresponding increase in pyruvate metabolism. It is plausible 

that such agents also augmoit the pentose phosphate pathway. An increase in the 

shunt's activity might accelerate purine and pyrimidine nucleotides biosynthesis and, 

in turn, increase the pool of mRNA available for translation. The increase in 

mSNA can act as an impetus for cardiomyocyte hypertrophy. Therefore, it is 

possible that induction of enzymes or their activity in either the oxidative or non-

oxidative PPP can be a common site of action for various hypotrophic agents. 
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CHAPTERS 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Caidiomyo^tes Isolatioa and Cell Culture 

Time pr^nant Sprague-Dawl  ̂rats were purchased firom Harland 

O^dianapolis, IN). All animals were housed in the University of Arizona Animal 

Care Facility, an AALAC approved &cility. The animals were allowed to acclimate 

to their new environment 5-7 days prior to giving birth. Three to five days after 

birth, neonatal rat pups were euthanized; their chest cavity opened and the cardiac 

ventricles were removed. The excised hearts were placed in Hank's balanced 

solution and rinsed three times with firesh Hank's media to remove most of the 

blood. The media was replaced by Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium G^MEM) 

(Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) and the lower two-thirds of the heart tissue was cut 

into smaller pieces to increase the efficiency of enzymatic digestion. Non-

ventricular tissue was discarded. Vmtricular cardiac fragments were transfoied 

into a flask containing a magnetic stir bar. Ten milliliters of filter sterilized 

pancreatin-coUagenase enzyme solution (20 mg pancxeatin powder, Gibco BRL, 

Grand Island, NY, and 45 mg collagenase type n, Sigma, St.Louis, MO., in 100 

milliliters of calcium fi«e balance salt solution pH 7.4) were added to the flask; the 

flask top was closed with a stopper and the fiask was placed in a water-jacket flask 

at 37''C. The cardiac firagments and 10 ml of enzyme solution were stirred at 40-50 

ipm for 15 minute intervals. At the end of the first cycle, the supernatant was 
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discarded and ftesh enzyme solution was added to the flask. Afterwards, the cycle 

was repeated. At the end of each cycle the supernatant was removed and fiesh 

enzyme solution was added to the flask. The supernatant containing the dispersed 

cardiocytes was centdfiiged at 500 ipm for 2 minutes and the pelleted cells were 

resuspended in DMEM +10% FBS (Hyclone, Logan, UT), penicillin 100 units/ml 

and streptomycin 100 /ig/ml. The process was repeated until very litde tissue or no 

tissue remained in the flask and the cell pellet was very small. At the rad of the 

digestion, aU collected cardiocytes were centrifiiged again at 500 RPM for 2 minutes 

and the collected pellet was resuspended in 10 ml of Hams F-12 media (Gibco BRL, 

Grand Island, NY). Cells were then counted using a hemocytometer and plated for 

a minimum of 30 nunutes on a 100 mm plate. This step, known as differential 

plating, allowed for oirichment of myocytes in suspension due to their slower rate 

of attachment to the plate compared to non-myocytes. The media firom the 100 mm 

plate was then centrifuged as the above, pelleted, resuspended in DMEM + 10% 

fetal bovine serum (Hyclone, Logan, UT) and counted. This enriched cell 

population was then plated at 1x10  ̂cells/100 mm dish, 80x10  ̂cells/96 well plates 

and 0.5x10  ̂cells/24- well plates. Figure 3.1 depicts the harvest and culture process 

described above. Each treatment group contained at least three replicates. Allowing 

for attachment and recovery from enzymatic digestion, cdls were incubated at 3TC 

in 5% CO2 overnight and were examined under a microscope for integri  ̂and 
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possible contamination of tissue culture. Subsequently, cell monolayers on each 

plate were washed once with plain DMEM and the media was changed to DMEM+ 

1% (Summit, Ft. Collins, CO) fetal bovine prior to addition of vehicle or 

hypotrophic stimulant. After 48 hours of treatment with hypertrophic agmt or 

vehicle, cells were washed with Hank's balanced salt solution three times for 2 

minutes. Cells were thai taken off the plate and dispersed with a 10 minute 

exposure to pancreatin EDTA (pH=7.38) (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) mzyme 

solution. The cell suspension in the enzyme solution was then transferred to a tube. 

The enzyme was deactivated by 3 X volume of DMEM + 10% PCS. Cells in each 

treatment group were centrifiiged, resuspended in PBS, and counted with the aid of 

a hemocytomet .̂ 80,000 cells per 100 fd were aliquoted into a well on a 96-well 

plate for protein assay. 

The neonatal rat cardiomyocyte model, as described, has several advantages 

over m vivo models. First, both our lab and others (Claycomb, 1980; Simpson, 

1982) have shown that the neonatal rat heart cells can be maintained in primary 

culture for days to weeks. Second, the neonatal rat cardiomyocyte model allows for 

a greater control of the variables, such as composition of the cell culture media and 

concentration of agents in solution. Third, problems of biotransformation and 

deactivation of hormones and xenobiotics were minimized. Fourth, cardiomyocyte 

hypertrophy in response to pharmacologic stimuli has been shown to occur in the 

neonatal model. Finally, our abiliQr to setup cell cultures, induce hypertrophy and 
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assay for changes in piotdn and DNA within a week was a n^id way of studying 

hypertrophy. 

Although the abili  ̂to induce hypotn^hy in response to pharmacologic 

agents in various media has been shown prior to this work, no one set of tissue 

culture conditions had been shown to be s^propnate for induction of hypertrophy by 

different agents. Since chemically distinct hypertrophic agents have different 

chemical and biological properties, the uniform culture conditions which best lend 

themselves to induction of hypotrophy for all agents must be characterized. The 

goal of such charactoization was to allow for cross comparison of protdn 

accumulation, gene expression and metabolic processes involved with hypertrophy 

caused by each agent. This goal was not a trivial one since the hypertrophic 

potential of each agent, the rate of protein accumulation, and the viability of 

cardiomyocytes in culture can be severely impacted by culture conditions. These 

conditions were largely detnmined by sown content of the media, the period of 

time that cardiomyocytes woe in culture, and the presence or absence of 

hypertrophic agents in the culture media. Several serum concentrations and fetal 

bovine serum from two different vendors (Hyclone, Logan, UT, and Summit, Ft. 

Collins, CO) woe evaluated for their ability to maintain cardiomyocytes with 

minimal int^erence from protein accumulation. The effect of anti-proliferative 

agent 5-bromo2-deoxyuiidine (Brdu) on hypertrophy and DNA content of 

cardiomyocytes was also assessed. 
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Four main agents were used to establish hypertrophy in our neonatal 

cardiomyocyte modd: l-nor^in^hrine (Nie|ii) [(-) Arterenol, Sigma Chemical Co., 

St. Louis, MO], 2- Angiotensin-n (Ang-H) [Poiinsula Laboratories Inc. Belmont, 

CA], 3-Edothelin-I (ET-I) (Peninsula Labs Inc.] and tetrade^lglyddic add (TDGA) 

pow Pharmaceuticals, Ihdiam^lis, IN]. Additionally, clenbuterol [Sigma St 

Louis, MO] and Thiazolidienedione [Park-Davis, Ann Aibor, MI] were also 

examined for thdr potential to induce hypertrophy in our modd. 

Protein Assay 

Pierce Bicinchoninic Add (BCA) Protein Assay (E>ierce, Rockford IL) 

microtiter plate protocol was used to detomine the protein content of 

cardiomyocytes (Pierce Chemical Co., 1991). Each 96-well plate contained two 

columns dedicated to 2 replicates of protein standards which ranged between 300-

ISOO /ig/100 fil. Each replicate in a treatment group was at least read in duplicate. 

This assay utilized a colorimetdc reaction on a 96-well plate containing standards 

and unknowns along with a microplate reader (KGcroplate Reado- 7S20, Cambridge 

Technologies Inc. Cambridge, MA) and equipped with absoibance filter at 560 nm 

to detect protein content of each well. Stock standard solutions were composed of 

bovine serum albumin (BSA) that was dissolved in dther double distilled ddonized 

sterile water or PBS. The stock standard solution was serially diluted to establish an 

appropriate range of concentration for standard curves. 



DNA Assay 

Molecular Probes' fluorometnc nucleic add assay kit O^olecular Probes, 

&1C., Eugoie, OR) was used to determine DNA c(mtent of cardiomyocytes. This 

technique ad^ts the use of the Hoechest 332S8 fluorochrome DNA assay of a crude 

cell extract to a microtiter plate (Labarca, 1980; Latt, 197Q. The assay requires 

lysing of the cell and allows for r^d and direct measurement of DNA by a 

fluorometric plate reader (Microplate Reader 7600, Cambridge Technologies Inc., 

Cambridge, MA). All fluorescoit operiments were performed at room tempoature 

with the excitation filter set at 360 nm and the emission filter set at 460 nm. Serial 

dilutions from a stock of calf thymus DNA were made in double distilled deionized 

sterile water or PBS to establish the standard curves. 

Myosin Staining 

To quantify myocytes and non-myocytes, cells in culture woe stained for 

myosin in a similar fiishion as Masse et al. (1981). Cells harvested and cultured 

according to the above protocol were treated with appropriate agents or their 

vehicle. At the end of 48 hours of treatment, cells were fixed for 10 minutes in 2-

4% paraformaldehyde that was freshly made in PBS. Cells were rinsed three times 

for two minutes with PBS and then incubated in 0.2% Triton solution at room 

temperature. Cells were once again washed with PBS. Afterward, the cells were 

put through a blocking step in which they were incubated in 3% goat serum solution 

for 15 minutes. At this point, the cells were incubated in the presence of a primary 



antibody against myosin (MF-20, Developmoital Hybzidoma Bank, Iowa Ci ,̂ lA) 

for 4S minutes at 37°C. Cells were again rinsed three times with PBS. Afterwards, 

cells Mfae incubated with anti-mouse IgG-Texas red antibody (Amersham Life 

Sciences, Arlington Heights, IL) for 15 minutes. Finally, cells were once again 

rinsed with PBS and dehydrated by sequentially dipping the plates in solution with 

an increasing concentration of ethanol (SO, 70, 90 100%). For the purpose of 

distinguishing myocytes fiom non-myocytes, fluorescoit and corresponding phase 

contrast pictures of 5 random fields were taken and compared. By comparing the 

nimiber of cells stained with MF-20 to the total number of cells in the same field, an 

estimate was made of the extent to which non-myocytes contributed to the overall 

cdl population. 

Actin Staining 

As a qualitative measure of cardiomyocyte hypertrophy changed in actin, the 

structure of cells was examined by phalloidin (Ciissman, 1976) [SIGMA, St. Louis, 

MO] conjugated to fluorescein stain. Cardiomyocytes were prepared as above and 

plated on a 16-well chamber slide ̂ unc &ic., Nqierville, IL). Cells in each well 

were either treated with the vehicle or stimulated with an zppropdatc hypertrophic 

agent for 48 hours. At the end of the treatment period, cell monolayers were 

simultaneously fixed with a fresh solution of paraformaldehyde for ten minutes. 

Next, paraformaldehyde was removed from all wells and the residual 

paraformaldehyde was quenched for 5 minutes at room temperature by incubation of 



cells in a glycine buffer (3.75 g glycine in 500 ml of and pH to 7.4). After 

removal of glycine buffer, cells were pomeabilized at room temperature for 15 

minutes by a 0.1% solution of Triton X-100. Next ceils were conjugated in the dark 

at room temperature for 45 minutes with fluorescdn tagged phalloidin. Afterward, 

cells were washed twice by PBS and after a brief drying poiod, a slide was 

mounted with a cover slip. Using a fluorescent microscope, photognq)hs of cell 

monolayer were taken within 3-5 hours 

Pharmacologic Studies 

After the establishment of the model and confirmation of hypotrophic 

potential of each agent in the model, pharmacologic studies were performed to elicit 

possible interaction of each agent with Ang-H and ET-I receptors. Additionally, the 

effect of inhibition of protdn kinase-C ^K-C) as a potential second messenger route 

for hypertrophy was examined with each agent. The effect of each agent on 

induction and repression of c-fos oncogene, beta- and alpha-myosin heavy-chains 

was also examined. 

Inhibitor's Effect on Hypertrophy; Changes in Pattern of Protein Accumulation 

bi this section cardiomyocyte were harvested, plated and allowed to attach to 

the plate as described. Inhibitors included the PK-C inhibitor bisindolylmaleimide 

hydrochloride (TouUe, 1991; Davis 1992) [Calbiochem, La JoUa, CA], the Ang-II 

receptor antagonist losartan (Heydrikx, 1993) [Du Pont Pharmaceuticals, 

Wilmington, Delaware], the EI-I receptor antagonist BQ-123 (Okada, 1994) 
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(Peninsula Labs, Belmont, CA] and were used at concentrations detailed in the 

figures. To ocamine the effect of each inhibitor, cells were either divided into 

groups that contained control and inhibitor treatments alone or groups that contained 

control and inhibitors plus one of the hypertrophic agents. As before, cells were 

treated for 48 hours and then the cell monolayers were rinsed with Hank's balanced 

salt solution, removed from the plates, and counted. Protein content of the cells in 

each group was then determined as described in the protein assay section. 

Incorporation of Phenylalanine 

Phenylalanine incorporation was used as an index of short-torm protdn 

synthesis in the presence of protein Idnase-C inhibitor similar to the method of 

Sadoshima et al (1993). Cdls were grown at an initial density of 0.5 x 10  ̂cells on 

24-wdl plates as described. After an initial attachment period, the cells woe either 

stimulated with a hypertrophic agent, stimulated with a hypertrophic agent in the 

presence of the PK-C inhibitor, treated only with the vdiicle, or treated with the 

vehicle and PK-C inhibitor. Cells were stimulated in the presence of an unlabeled 

phenylalanine (0.36 mM) for 48 hours prior to addition of fH| phenylalanine (10 

^Ci/ml). After incubation with labeled phenylalanine for 2 hours, cells woe washed 

with phosphated-buffer saline (PBS) three times. Afterward, to precipitate protdn, 

10% trichloroacetic add was added to the plates at 4'C for 60 minutes. The 

predpitate was washed three times with 95% ethanol, then resuspended in 0.15 N 
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NaOH. Aliquots were counted by a scintillation counter. The results were 

expressed as count per protein. 

Gene Expression in Response to Pharmacologic Stimuli 

RNA Isolation 

To examine the effect of hypotrophic stimuli on gene expression, RNA was 

isolated from cardiomyocytes treated with various hypertrophic agents. Cells woe 

harvested as above and plated on 6-welI (35mm diameter of each well) plates at the 

density of 3.5x10  ̂cells per well. As before, treatments included Nq>i (20 fiM), 

Ang-n (10'̂  M), ET-I (10  ̂ TDGA (6f<M) and the vehicle control. Cells were 

treated for IS minutes, 30 minutes, and 48 hour periods. After ^ropriate 

treatment and time, total cellular RNA was isolated by a method similar to the 

Chomczynski and Sacchi technique using the TRIzol Reagent ™ (GIBCO BRL, Life 

Technologies, Inc., Gaithersburg, MD). First, the media in each cell group was 

removed, washed once with PBS and 1 ml of TRIzol reagentf added to each well. 

Cells v/etc lysed and homogenized by passing the cell lysate through a pipette ten 

times. The homogenates were incubated at room temperature for S minutes allowing 

for dissociation of nuclear proteins. 0.2 ml of chloroform per 1 ml of TRIzol was 

added to each homograate; the mixture was vigorously shaken for 15 seconds and 

allowed to incubate for another 3 minutes. The organic and aqueous phases woe 

separated by centrifiigation of each sample at 12,000 g for 15 minutes at 4*X .̂ 

Following centrifiigation, the aqueous phase containing the RNA was removed and 
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the RNA was precipitated by an addition of 0.5 ml of isopropyl alcohol per 1 ml of 

initial TRIzol. 

Samples woe again incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes and 

aftowards centrifiiged at 12,000 g for 10 minutes. The RNA precipitates pelleted at 

the bottom of each tube woe washed with 1 ml of 75% ethanol and once again 

pelleted by centrifiigation at 7,500 g for 5 minutes. At the end, the RNA pellets 

were briefly air dried and redissolved in 50 ml of RNase-fiee water by incubation 

for 10 minutes at 55*  ̂and multiple passages through a pipette. The RNA content 

of each sample and its quality was then determined by measuring the absorbance of 

a tenfold diluted solution between 320 to 220 nm using a Beckman 

spectrophotometer (Fullerton, CA). 

Preparation of Synthetic Probes 

Synthetic oligonucleotide probes for a-Myosin H^vy-chain 20 base 

pair in length, /3-MHC 20 base pair in length and C-fos 33 base pair in length were 

purchased from Ransom Hill Bioscience, Inc ^(amona, CA). Sequences of the three 

oligos are given in Fig. 3.2. Probes were labeled at the 5' end to the specific 

activity of 2-4 XIO* cpm/mg. The reaction mixture contained 0.5 ml of the oligo, 5 

fil of lOX kinase buffer (Gibco BRL, Grand Itod, NY), 5 ml of ATP, 38.5 

ml of wato* and 1 ml of Kinase buffer (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY). The 

reaction was carried out at 37**C for 45 minutes (Basic Methods in Molecular 

Biology, L.G. Davis, pp. 72-76). The labded probe was sq)arated firom 



a-MHC 
5'- TTG, TGG, GAT, AGC, AAC, AGC, GA 

p-MHC 
5'- GGT, CTC, AGG, GCT, TCA, CAG, GC 

C-fos 
5'- TGC, CAG, GAT, GAA, CTC, TAG, TTC, TTC, CTT, CTC, CTT 

Fig. 3.2. Nucleotide sequence of synthetic oligonucleotides used as probes 
for myosin heavy-chain and C-fos oncogene mRNAs 



unincorpQiated [y-^jATP by filtratioii thnnigh SEP-PAK (SIGMA, St. Louis, MO) 

colunins. The SEP-PAK columns were washed with 6 mis of 100% C^CN. The 

reaction mixture was loaded onto the column and the column was washed with 25 

mis of HjO. Then I ml of 50% CH3CN was used to elute the labeled probe from 

the column. The eluted probe was dried in 37°C bath under nitrogen for 30-60 

minutes or through use of a rotovac (vacuum centrifuge) for 5-15 minutes. The 

probe was then brought up in 50 ml and 1 ml of this probe sample was diluted 

two hundredfold. The activi  ̂of the purified probe was subsequently determined 

using a Beckmann (FuUerton, CA) liquid scintillation counter. 

DOT Blot Assays 

RNA samples were denatured by heating at <S5°C for 15 minutes and then 

cooled on ice. Aliquots of 3 mg RNA per  ̂ fd of DEPC treated ^O were spotted 

directly on to a positively charged nylon membrane (Boehringer Mannheim, 

Indianapolis, IN). After spotting the membranes with the mRNA, membranes were 

baked at 80°C for 2 hours. The prehybridization step was carried out in the 

prehybridization buffer containing 5x Denhardt's, 10 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS and 

100 mg/ml of fireshly boiled salmon spam DNA (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) 

for 3-6 hours at 42-45* .̂ The hybridization step was carried out overnight at 42-

45°C in a buffer consisting of 6XNET (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) buffer, 5x 

Denhardt's, 0.1% SDS, 100 mg/ml of denatured salmon sperm DNA and the labeled 

probe. Three washes were carried out for 15 minutes at room tempoature in 6X 



SSC (20X SSC = 175.3 gr NaQ, 88.2 gr sodium citrate & 800 ml HjO, pH==7.0). 

The fourth and the final wash was also done in ̂  SSC but the temperature of the 

wash depended on the G:C content of the probe used for hybridization ([(G:C X 

4)+ (A:T X 2)]-10 = T wash ten^erature). The last wash was earned out until the 

blot quantified between 1000-2000 cpm and the geiger counter. After the final 

wash, the blots were briefly dried and placed in sealed plastic bags. The blots were 

autoradiographed with intensifying screens at -70C ficom 6 hours to 2 days. After 

autoradiography, individual spots were cut out of the membrane and the radioactivity 

of each was detomined by liquid scintillation counting. 

Actinomydn Role in Preventing Hypertrophy 

To examine whether new message production is necessary for hypertrophy. 

We examined the hypotrophic effect of norepinephrine and the TDGA were 

examined in the presence and absence of 5 of actinomydn-D. 

Cardiomyocytes were cultured as described in the tissue culture section. Six groups 

were established: control or vehicle treated, 20 fiM Nepi treated and 6 mM TDGA 

treated groups in addition to their replicates that were also treated with 5 /tg/ml of 

actinomydn-D. The control group contained the basic media (DM£M+1% FBS) 

with 0.14% dimethyl sulfoxide pMSO) and 100 /tM ascorbate. 

Metabolic Studies 

Concentrations of all hypertrophic agents used in this section were similar to 

concentrations of these agents used in previous sections. 
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Fatty-add Oxidatioii 

The extent of £itty-acid oxidation was estimated on determination of ^^67 

production from palmitate essentially according to the method described by 

Brendel et al. (1969). Cardiomyo^te were harvested and prqmed according to cell 

culture protocol. However, cells used for oxidation studies were plated onto 24-well 

plates at a densi  ̂of 800,000 per well. Studies were divided into short-torn or 

long-term examination of palmitic add oxidation. Short-term studies were 

performed immediately after cell attachment and recovery 6om harvest. On the 

other hand, long-term studies started after a 48 hour treatment of cells with 

hypertrophic agents in the regular medium (DMEM-K19SFCS) at 3TC and 5% CO2 

The actual oxidation study was done in an oxidation buffer at 37C and 100% O2. 

The oxidation buffer consisted of PBS supplemented with 5 mM of glucose, 1 mM 

of CaClj bovine serum albumin. Since the long-chain £it^-add 

palmitate has a very limited solubility in water, it was necessary to add Bovine 

Serum Albumin (BSA) that was 6ee from &tty-add to the oxidation media as carrier 

for the added palmitate. The final concentration of BSA in the oxidation buffer was 

0.15 mM. The final concmtration of labeled palmitate was 0.018 mM. Figure 3.3 

depicts the set up and the instruments used in the oxidation study. Row or columns 

on 24-well plates were divided among appropriate treatment groups and controls. 

Once again each treatment and control consisted of a minimum of three replicates. 

The old media was removed and the cells were rinsed once with the oxidation 



24 vwll plate with lO^/weU 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

Radioactive gluose/pabatate-tliX 

RadiacDve glucose / paiintate 

Q2 
NaoH 

a£37®c 
n n n n n n 

SdmilaiioncQunter 

Fig. 3.3. Schematic representation of set-up used to assess change in glucose and 
palmitate oxidation in cardiomyocyte in response to treatment with ET-I, 
Ang-n, Nepi, and TDGA 
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buffer. The oxidatioa buffer and hypertrophic agent were added to each group. 

Both short-term and long-term studies allowed for 15 minute preincubation with a 

hypertrophic agent prior to the addition of labeled palmitate and the collection of 

'̂ €(>2. At the end of preincubation period, 0.5 /tCi of uniformly labeled 

[^^CJpalmitate was added to each well. Each well was individually closed with a 

stopp  ̂that contained two microtubes; one taking in 100% oxygen and one exhaust 

tube carrying a mix of and Oj. The exhaust line firom each well was 

collected in a tube containing 0.3 mM NaOH as a chemical tarp for ['̂ C]C02. 

Samples were collected at 15 minute intervals for a minimum of 60 minutes. 

Afterward, a scintillation cocktail was added to each tube and the activity of each 

sample was detomined in the Beckman (Fulloion, CA) liquid scintillation counto .̂ 

Glucose Oxidation 

Glucose oxidation studies were performed in a manna similar to £itty-acid 

oxidation studies. Hoe, the detent of glucose oxidation was estimated based on 

production firom [U-^^C] glucose according to the method described by 

Brendel et al. (1969). These studies were poformed dtho* with (long-term 

ei^sure) or without (short-term exposure) 48 hours of pretceatment with 

hypertrophic agent. The short-term study group was pretreated with the vehicle 

prior to oxidation study and divided into control and treatment sets. The control 

arm of the study was exposed to a fresh vehicle. The treated arm of the study was 

exposed to a fresh hypertrophic agent and the immediate effect of exposure to 
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hypertrophic stimuli was assessed. On the other hand, the long-term exposure group 

consisted of a set of cells pretrealed (48 hrs of ensure to a hypertrophic agent) and 

a set of cells that were ej^osed to vehicle for 48 hours (control). As with the short-

tnm study, the control group was exposed to a 6esh vehicle and the pretreated 

group was e)qK)sed to a firesh hypertrophic agent. The long-term study included 

both pretreatment and immediate effect of exposure to ficesh agent The comparison 

of long-term and short-term oxidation studies for the same agent allowed for the 

assessment of possible modulations in glucose and palmitate oxidation in 

cardiomyocyte that resulted firom pretreatment with the same hypertrophic agent. 

As with the palmitate oxidation section, cardiomyocyte were harvested and 

prepared according to cell culture protocol. Cells were plated onto 24-well plates at 

a density of 800,000 per well. Determination of "COi production from [U-

'̂ CJglucose oxidation was done in an oxidation buffer as described above at 37°C 

and 100% O2. Rows or columns on 24-well plates were divided among appropriate 

treatment groups and controls. As before, each treatment and control consisted of a 

minimum of three rq>licas. The old media was removed and cells were rinsed once 

with the oxidation buffer. The oxidation buffer and hypertrophic agent were added 

to each group. Both short-term and long-term studies allowed for 15 minutes 

preincubation with a hypertrophic agent prior to the addition of labeled glucose and 

collection of '̂ COj. At the end of the preincubation period, 0.4 fiCi of uniformly 

labeled [^^C]gluco$e was added to each well. Each well was individually closed with 

a stopper that contained two microtubes: one taking in 100% oxygen and one 
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exhaust tube canying a mix of and O ,̂ The exhaust line fiom each well 

was collected in a tube containing 0.3 mM NiaOH as a chemical taip for ['̂ QCOj. 

Samples were collected at 15 minute intovals for a minimum of 60 minutes. 

Afterward, a scintillation cocktail was added to each tube and activi  ̂of each 

sample was determined in the Beckman ^ulloton, CA) liquid scintillation counter. 

2-Deoxyglucose Uptake in Neonatal Rat Ventricular Cardiomyocytes 

For 2-deoxyglucose uptake determinations, cells were grown as described in 

the cell culture section for 6 well plates. Cell monolayers were rinsed with PBS 

supplemented with 0.1 mmol/1 CaCli plus 0.1% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Each 

group was treated for 20 minutes with an agonist in 500 fd of the above buffer. 

After the treatment with hypertrophic stimuli, 2-deoxyglucose was added to the 

treatment media by the addition of 40 fd of the buffer containing [14C]-2-

deoxyglucose (0.25 /tci, 5 nmol) and incubating the cell monolayers for another 6 

minutes. After the second incubation, 2-deoxyglucose uptake was terminated by 

removal of the buffer and three washes of the cdls with cold (4'X;i) PBS. Aft^ward 

ceUs in each group were lysed with 1% SDS and aliquots from each treatment group 

w  ̂removed for scintillation counting and protein assay. This procedure is based 

on the method by Standaert et al. (1990). 



Oxidative Pentose Phosphate Pathway's ^exose 

Monopho^hate Shunt, (HMPS)) Role in Hypertzophy 

To assess the contribution of HMPS in hypertrophy, three aspects of the 

shunt activity were examined: 1) the role of the rate limiting enzyme in the shunt, 2) 

the effect of enhancement of the shunts aid product with ribose, 3) direct 

measurement of changes in adraine nucleotide content as a result of hypertrophic 

stimuli. 

Role of the Rate Limiting Enzyme Glucose 6-Phosphate Dehydrogmase 

Preparation of the Heart Cell Supernatant for the Study of Ihtax»llular 

Dehydrogenase 

Using the activity of the rate limiting enzyme of the h»ose monophosphate 

shunt (HMPS), an assay was p^ormed to evaluate the relative importance of the 

shunt in the hypotrophic process. Cardiomyocytes used in this assay were 

prepared and treated as described in the cell culture section. After a 48 hour 

treatment period, cells belonging to each j^ropriate group were disintegrated in 500 

/d of ice-cold isotonic KCl buffo' (0.15 M KQ containing 8 ml, 0.02 M KHCO2 per 

liter with pH=7) in a glass homogenizer. After homogenization (75-90 up-down 

cycles) 50 /d of the homogenate was removed for protein assay. The rest of the 

homogenate was centrifiiged at 4000 g for one hour at 4*C. All the centrifiigation 

for this part of the experiment was done with a table top centrifuge. The 

supernatant was filtned through a microcon-30 centrifiigation filter (Amicon, Inc., 

Beverly, CA) at 14000 g for 20 minutes at 4°C. This filter retained all protein 
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larger than 30 Idlo-dalton in 20 ftl of buffer. The xetainate was recovered by 

inverting the Kficroc(m-30 filter and centrifiiging the filter at 100 g for 3 minutes. 

Estimation of the Activity of Glucose 6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase Activity 

To measure the glucose 6-phosphate ddiydrogenase (G6PD  ̂content of each 

treatment's ̂ ctract, the activity of the enzyme was determined 

spectrophotometrically (Clock & McLean, 1953). This was done by following the 

rate of reduction of NADP  ̂ to NADPH at 340 nm in one cm cells at room 

temperature for 5 minutes. The reaction mixture for the final assay consisted of 50 

fd of retainate, 50 /d jS-NADP (0.5 mM), 50 /tl of glucose-6-phosphate (G-6-P; 0.05 

M), 250 fd of MgCl2 (0-1 M), 370 fd of glycylglydne buffer OpH 7.6) and 430 fd of 

HjO. All enzyme activities were normalized to the protdn content of each group's 

extract. 

The Effect of Enhancement of the HMP Shunt's End-Product with Ribose 

Another way of oamining significance of the shunt on the hypertrophic 

process is to examine the consequence of increasing the shunt's products and their 

precursor. It has been shown that 0.5 mM supplementation of cardiomyoctes 

increases both product 5-phosphoribosyl-l-pyrophosphate ^RPP) and cardiac 

adenine nucleotide biosynthesis. To examine whether ribose siq>plementation 

augments the hypertrophic potential of the stimulant, the protein content in the 

cardiomyocytes stimulated were compared with each of the agents in the study, both 

in the presence and absence of 0.5 mM ribose. Once again 20 ^M Nepi, 6 fjM 
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TDGA, 10  ̂M ET-I and 10''̂  M Ang-n were used as hypertrophic stimulants and 

each group also contained the impropriate controls. As before each treatment group 

had at least three replicates. 

Direa Measurement of the Changes in Adenine Nucleotide Content as a Result of 

Hypertrophic Stimuli 

An attempt was made to measure changes in adenine nucleotide production. 

For this purpose, a method by Dow et al. (1985) was used. 

Myocytes w  ̂harvested as described before and incubated at a density of 

(0.8-1.0) XlO^/ml until the cells were recovered from the harvest process. Cell 

monolayos were washed twice with the Modified i^d>s-HBnseleit buffer containing 

11 mM glucose, 0.5 mM CaCI  ̂and 2% FCS. The Krebs-Henseleit buffer was 

composed of 119 mM NaCL, 3.7 mM KCL, 23.8 mM NaHCO,, 18 mM KHPO4 

and 0.6 mM MgS04 (jpH 7.4-7.45 at 37X1 and saturated with 95% O2 5% CO2). 

Cells were incubated in the buffff with [1-'̂  glycine ^ew England Nuclear, 

Wilmington, DE) 1 mM (40 /tCiZ/imol) and appropriate hypertrophic agent or 

vehicle control for 40 minutes 3TC and saturated with 95% O2 5% COj. As shown 

in Fig. 3.4, glycine and the HMPS product PRPP are incorporated into ATP+ADP. 

Thoefore, by providing labeled glycine and comparing the amount of labeled in 

ATP and ADP of control myocytes vosus myocytes stimulated with a hypertrophic 

agent, changes in HMPS activity were assessed. 
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Fig. 3.4. Site of glycine incorporation in pentose phosphate pathway 
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For this purpose, myocytes were separated ficom the incubation buffer by a 

removal of buffer, washed with ftesh 4 C buffer and centrifugation. Myocyte 

metabolites were extracted into a 6% (v/v) perchloric add and neutralized. Extracts 

were fractionated on a Intertsil ODS-2 C-18 reverse phase high-performance Liquid 

Chromatogr^hy column (IS cm length). Radioactive HPLC fractions were 

monitored continuously using a radiomatic flo-one-beta detector (Packard 

Instruments, Downers Grove, IL). The Mobile phase consisted of 0.1% TFA in 

water, that is pH 5.0 that was filtered through 0.45 fim filter prior to use. 

Statistical Assessmrats 

Data are expressed as mean ± SE. Statistical analysis and all regression 

coefficient determinations for protein and DNA standards woe performed using 

Sigma^lot software (Jandel Scientific, San Rafisiel, CA) and a transformation written 

for automated data acquisition, processing and graphing. Gilculating the 

significance, the student's t test was used for unpaired data. Differences were 

considered significant at a value of p<0.05. 
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CHAFrER4 

RESULTS 

Hypertrophy 

The hypntrophic potential of four agents was compared in the study. These 

agents included norepinephrine (Nepi), the gold standard used for assessment of 

hypotrophy in cardiomyocytes, Angiotensin-!! (Ang-U), endothelin-I (ET-I), and 

tetradecylglyddic add (TDGA). Figure 4.1 shows the structure of each agent. As 

suggested by the diverse structures, the agents have different receptors and sites of 

action cells. Nepi is a catecholamine that binds to and activates 02> ocu 012 

adrenergic receptors in the heart. Ang-n is a linear nanopeptide that selectively 

binds and activates A-n receptors in the heart. ET-! is a cyclic peptide which binds 

and activates the ET-A receptors in the heart. TDGA is an epoxy analog of palmitic 

add that irrevosibly binds to mitochondrial carnitine palmitoyltransferase-A and 

noncompetitively inhibits long-chain &tty-add oxidation. The effect of a 

thiazolididenedione (an ecperimental class of blood glucose and triglyceride lowering 

agents) and clenbutrol (selective 02 agonist) on cardiomyocytes was also examined. 

Figure 4.2 shows the dose response relationship between concentration of 

hyp^trophic agents and protein accumulation after 48 hours of treatment. These 

experiments were performed to establish the optimal concentration for each agent in 

our model. All agents excq>t for clenbuterol and thiazolididenedione caused 
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Fig. 4.1 Structural representation of agents used in the study 
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Fig. 4.2 Dose response relationship between concentration of hypertrophic agent 
(ET-I, Ang-n, Nepi and TDGA) and protein accumul^on af  ̂48-hours 
of treatment 

C-# depict molar concentration power. All points are an average of at least 
triplicate determinations. 



significant liypeitiophy in the model. Clenbuteiol fiuled to cause hypertrophy at 

concentrations between 0.1-60 fML Thiazolididenedione, on the other hand, not 

only foiled to cause hypotrophy at concentrations between 0.1-20 but it also 

caused detachment and death of the heart cells in culture. As indicated in Fig. 4.2, 

the Kepi had its maximal effect at 20 |tM; Ang-II had its maximal effect at 10"  ̂M; 

ET-I was effective maximally at 10  ̂M; and TDGA seemed to have its maximal 

effect at 6 /tM concentration. Figure 4.3 shows the ability of the agents to cause 

significant hypertrophy compared to the control. The graph compares the amount of 

protein per 80,000 cells after a 48 hour period of treatment in each group. As 

discussed, each treatment group contained a minimum of three replicates and each 

replicate's protein content was assayed twice. The vehicle for all groups was 

DMEM +1% FBS which contained DMSO (200 /d dimethylsulfoxide per 139 mis 

of DMEM +1% FBS (summit)) and 100 i/M of ascorbate. Kepi caused the greatest 

increases in protein content resulting in about a 91 ±7% increase; TDGA led to a 

46 ±5% increase; Ang-II caused a 33 ±4% increase in protein; and ET-I caused a 

62 ±5% increase in protein content compared to the control. 

The effect of the hypertrophic agent on the DKA content of cardiomyocytes 

was also examined. This study and the studies of others (Claycomb, 1983; Clubb, 

1984; Muldoon, 1990) has shown that hypertrophic stimuli are csq»ble of 

augmenting DKA content of cardiomyocyte. Figure 4.4 shows the effect of each 

agent on the DKA content of cardiomyocytes in culture. Once again Kepi has the 

most robust and consistent effect by almost doubling the DKA content of the heart. 
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Treatment 

Fig. 4.3 Hypertrophic potential of 10  ̂M ET-I, 10*' M Ang-n, 10"® M Nepi & 
1(H MIDGA in rat cardiomyocytes compared to control after 48 
hours 

Protein levels are the average of triplicate determinations and axe representative of 
results obtained from two sqiaiate experiments. Significance of all differences was 
assessed by student t-tests. All groups, including the control, were treated with the 
same vehicle carrier. 
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Treatment 

Fig. 4.4. DNA augmentation potential of 10  ̂M ET-I, 10"' M Ang-II, lO"® M Nepi 
& IGr' M TDGA in zat cardiomyocytes compared to control after 48 hours 

DNA levels are the average of triplicate determinations and are rqiresentative of 
results obtained from two separate experiments. Significance of all differences was 
assessed by student t-tests. All groups, including the control, were treated with the 
same vehide earlier. 
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This study indicated that the ability of hypotrophic stimuli to increase protein or 

DKA of the myocytes d^ended upoa the type of stimuli, percent of serum present 

in the media and the duraticm of time cells are kept in culture. In control groups, 

the average amount of protein and DNA were 183.7 ±5.2 pg and 12.5 ±0.7 pg, 

respectively. Ii the study of hypertrophy the effect of hyperplasia on protein content 

of cells in culture must be eliminated or accounted for. Usual strategies are dither 

to culture cardiomyocytes with antihyperplastic agents, such as 5-bromo-2-

deoxyuridine (Brdu) or cytosine-arabinoside Q^iasse, 1980; Sinq>son & Savion, 

1982), or to normalize the protein content to cdl number. The effect of the anti

hyperplastic agent Brdu on the neonatal cardiomyocyte model was also investigated. 

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the effect of 100 ̂ m of Brdu (Sigma Chem. Co.) on DNA 

and protein content of the cardiomyocytes in the presence of hypertrophic stimulant 

10% FCS. As indicated by Figs. 4.5 and 4.6, the presence of Brdu significantly 

impacts upon the normalized protein by decreasing protein content from 19.8 ±1.1 

mg to 11.9 ±0.8 mg and DNA by decreasing it from 1.20 ±0.05 to 0.55 ±0.5 mg 

in the presence of a hypertrophic stimuli such as serum. These effects were 

attributed to interference of the Brdu with DNA and protdn assays and/or 

components used in the study. As a result of this interference, the strategy of 

normalizing the protein content to cell number was used. In addition, to confirm 

that the model truly was reflective of cardiomyocyte and their hypertrophic process, 

myosin antibodies were used to quantify the percrat age of myocytes in the model 

after stimulation with a hypertrophic agent. For the purpose of distinguishing 
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Treatment 

Fig. 4.5. Effect of 100 /iM 5-biomo2-deoxyiiridine on protein accumulation in 
fi»nfiatai rat caxdiomyocytes in absence and presence of 10% fetal bovine 
serum 

All protein levels are the average of at least triplicate measurements. 
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Fig. 4.6. Effect of 100 fdA 5-bromo2-deoxyuridine on DNA content of neonatal 
rat caidiomyocytes in absence and presence of 10% fetal bovine serum 

All DNA levels are an average of at least ttiplcate measurements. 
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myocytes from ncm-myoc^tes as described in methods of fluoiescent and 

corresponding phase, contrast pictures of ten random fields were compared. Figures 

4.7-a and-b show rqnesentative samples of such figures. This study showed that the 

percentage of non-myocyte was always 15% or less of the total population of cells in 

culture. Actin antibodies were also used to qualitatively show hypotrophy. This 

was done by comparing morphology and organization of actin filaments in cells 

treated with hypertrophic stimuli to those of untreated cells. Figure 4.8 shows such 

a depiction. Figure 4.8-a shows cells treated with the hypertrophic stimuli Nepi and 

Fig. 4.8-b shows the cells treated with the vehicle (control) alone. The actin 

filament was more organized compared to the control in all treated groups except for 

the cdl treated with TDGA, which showed it to be only minimally more organized 

than the actin filament compared to the control. 

Pharmacologic Studies 

Inhibitors 

Figures 4.9-4.11 show the protein accumulation in cells treated with 20 fiM 

N^i, lO*  ̂M Ang-n or 6 fiM TDGA, respectively in the presence of the 10*  ̂ M PK-

C inhibitor bisindolylmaleimide hydrochloride, 10  ̂M Ang-n receptor antagonist 

losartan or 10*  ̂M ET-I receptor antagonist BQ-123. Figure 4.9 shows that Nepi 

induced hypertrophy is blocked by inhibitors of Ang-n and PK-C but not by ET-I 

inhibitor. Figure 4.10 shows that in contrast to Nq>i, Ang-n induced hypotrophy is 

blocked by all the inhibitors including ET-I antagonst. Figure 4.11 shows that 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 4.7. (a) Immunofluorescent staining of caidiomyocytes by MF-20 antimyosin 
pnmaiy antibody linked to Texas red. (b) Phase contrast 
microgts^h of the same field as (a) 

Ten random fields of cardiocytes stained for myosin were compared to 
corresponding fields under phase contrast microscopy. This comparison allowed for 
quantification of percent of non-myocytes (and myo^tes) present in the neonatal lat 
heart cell cultures. 
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(«) (b) 

Fig. 4.8. (a) Cardiomyocytes treated with 20 fiM of Nq)i and the corresponding 
control (b) were stained with phalloidin linked to fluorescein isothiocyanate 
to identiify fflamentous actin 

The increase in actin filament's organization and spread was used as a qualitative 
indicator of hypertrophy. 
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Fig. 4,9. Hypertrophy induced by 20 #tM of Nepi was blocked by 10* M losartan 
the Ang-II inhibitor or 10*^ M bisindolyimaleimide the PK-C inhibitor but 
not by 10"' M BQ-123 the ET-I inhibitor 

Protein levels are the average of triplicate determinadons and are representative of 
results obtained from two separate experiments. Signiticance of all differences was 
assessed by student t-tests. 
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Fig. 4.10. Hypertrophy induced by 10*' M of Ang-n was blocked by ICT® M losartan 
the Ang-n inhibitor or 10''' M bisindolylmaieimide the PK-C inhibitor or 
by 10*' M BQ-123 the ET-I inhibitor 

Protein levels are the average of triplicate determinations and are representative of 
results obtained from two separate experiments. Significance of all differences was 
assessed by student t-tests. 
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Treatment 

Fig. 4.11. Hypertrophy induced by (iM. of TDGA was blocked by 10^ M losartan 
the Ang-n inhibitor 10*' M bisindolylmaleimide the PK-C inhibitor but 
not by 10"' M BQ-123 the ET-I inhibitor 

Protein levels are the average of triplicate determinations and are representative of 
results obtained from two separate experiments. Significance of all differences was 
assessed by student t-tests. 
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TDGA induced hypertrophy is blocked by the three inhibitors but that the ET-I 

antagonist also in combination with TDGA might have atrophic effects on 

cardiomyocytes. The effect of each inhibitor in the absmce of hypertrophic stimuli 

on protein content of cardiomyo^tes was examined. Figure 4.12 shows that both 

the PK-C inhibitor and the ET-I antagonist exert significant antihypotrophic 

(atrophic) effect on cardiomyo^te even in the absence of known pharmacologic 

stimuli. The effect of PK-C inhibitor is easi» to explain since the PK-C fomily of 

enzymes is ubiquitously involved in many aspects of cell growth and metabolism 

(QL, 1994). However, firom these data it was not possible to assess the extent that 

PK-C was involved with hypertrophy caused by each agent. The data suggest a 

possible role for oidograous ET-I in hypertrophy. 

Examining the Short Term Incorporation of ['̂ Cjphenylalanine 

Figure 4.13 shows no significant difference in a 2 hour ['̂ C]phenylalanine 

incorporation cells treated with Nq>i, TDGA with or without 20 minute exposure to 

PK-C inhibitor. 

Expression of Message 

Figure 4.14-A, B, C shows the results of the dot blot studies used to assess 

expression of selected graes in rat cardiomyocytes as a result of a 48-hour exposure 

to hypertrophic agents. As shown (Fig. 4.14-A) C-fos was not induced beyond the 

level of the control with either IS or 30 minute exposure to Nepi, TDGA, ET-I or 

Ang'II. Results indicate that at IS and 30 minute exposure all but TDGA repressed 
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Fig. 4.12. The effect of IC^* M losartan the Ang-n inhibitor or 10*' M 
bisindolylmaleimide the PK-C inhibitor or 10*' M BQ-123 the ET-I 
inhibitor on protein content of cardiomyocytes in culture 

Protein levels are the average of triplicate determinations and are representative of 
results obtained from two separate experiments. Significance of all differences was 
assessed by student t-tests. 
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Fig. 4.13. [''C] Phenylanaline uptake in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes after a 2-hour 
exposure to 20 Nepi or 6 TDGA in presence and absence of 10^ 
M PK-C inhibitor (bisindolylmaleimide) 

Phenylanaline levels are the average of triplicate determinations and are 
representative of results obtained from two separate experiments. No significant 
differences as assessed by student t-tests was observed. 
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Fig. 4.14-A. Effect of 6 mM TOGA, 20 /tM Nepi, IC^ M ET-1 and lO"^ M Ang-H 
on C-fos e:qnession in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes after 
15 (bottom) or 30 (top) minutes of treatment 

All CPM levels axe an average of triplicate measurements. 
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Fig. 4.14-B. Beta-myosin heavy-chain expression in neonatal lat cardiomyocytes in 
to 48-hour treatment with 6 fiM TDGA, 20 fiM Nepi, 10^ M 

ET-I or 10-  ̂M Ang-n 

All CPM levels are an average of triplicate measurements. 
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Fig. 4.14-C. Alpha-myosin heavy-chain expression in neonatal lat caidiomyocytes in 
response to 48-hour treatment with 6 /tM TDGA, 20 /tM Nepi, 10^ M 
ET-I and lO"^ M Ang-H 

All CPM levels are an average of triplicate measurements. 
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the induction of C-fos goie. A jS-MHC message was induced b^ond the control 

levels at all times by all but TDGA in the study (Fig. 4.14-B). An a-MHC message 

was only significantly induced beyond the level of control with 30 minute and 48 

hour exposure (Fig. 4.14-Q to 6 fiM TDGA. 

Actinomydn-D 

Figure 4.15 shows the effect of 5 microgiam/ml of actinomydn-D on the 

Nq)i and TDGA ability to induce hypotrophy, the absence of actinomydn-D 

both TDGA and Nepi caused 98 ±4% and 34 ±9% hypertrophy, respectively. 

However in the presence of actinomydn-D, it was observed that only the 

Norepinephrine was able to induce significant 95 ±10%hypeitrophy, suggesting a 

possible post-tiansciiptioiial site of action for Nepi that is different fiom that of 

TDGA. 

Metabolic Studies 

As described in the methods section, the effect of each hypertrophic stimuli 

on glucose and palmitate oxidation was examined. These studies were divided into 

two groups: short-term and long-term. Short-term treated groups were exposed to 

hypertrophic agents and examined for immediate changes in &tty-add and glucose 

oxidation without pretreatment. On the other hand, the long-term treated groups 

were exposed to fresh hypeiti(q>hic agoits or the vehicle at the end of a 48 hour 

pretreatment and were examined for changes in fatty-add and glucose oxidation. As 

a result, the long-term studies also included the short-term effects. These studies 
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Fig. 4.15. Hypertrophy induced in rat cardiomyocytes by 20 fiM Nepi or 6 
TDGA both in absence and presence of 5 micrograms/ml of 
actinomycin-D 
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showed no significant difference between short-tenn and long-term palmitate 

oxidation. Similarly no significant difference was noted in comparing long-torn and 

short-term glucose oxidation. 

Figure 4.16 shows changes in fiuty-add oxidation in the group of cells 

treated with 20 fiM of Nepi to a control group which was treated with the vehicle 

100 /iM ascorbate. The figure shows that as time in minutes increased, the 

picomoles of ^^C-palmitate oxidized increased. Data indicated that no significant 

difference odsted between the palmitate oxidation in the group of cells treated with 

Nepi versus the group that was treated with the vehicle alone. Figure 4.17 dqncts 

the same two groups of cells as in Fig. 4.16, but this time the differences in glucose 

oxidation were studied. Again, no significant difference in glucose oxidation was 

detected in the Nepi treated group versus the control group. No significant 

difference in palmitate or glucose oxidation were seen when comparing the pre-

treated group to that of the control groups. 

Figure 4.18 shows the short-term effect of the treatment of cardiomyoc^tes 

with 10^ M of ET-I vosus treatment with vehicle alone on palmitate oxidation. As 

with the Nepi, ET-I does not significantly alter the palmitate oxidation compared to 

the control. Figure 4.19 shows the short tom effect of ET-I on glucose oxidation. 

Once again no significant difference was seen between treated and untreated groups. 

As with the short-term studies, no significant difference was seen between the ET-I 

treated groups and control groups. 
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Fig. 4.16. Immediate effect of Nepi on [^^C] palmitate oxidation in rat 
caidiomyocytes 

All points are an average of at least triplicate detenninations and rqnesentative of 
results obtained firom two sqarate experiments. 
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Fig. 4.17. Immediate effect of Nepi on [*^C] glucose oxidation in rat caidiomyocytes 

All points are an average of at least triplicate determinations and representative of 
results obtained from two sqaiate experiments. 
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Fig. 4.18. Trnmediate effect of ET-I on ['̂ Q palmitate oxidation in rat 
caidiomyocytes 

All points aie an average of at least triplicate determinations and iqnesentative of 
results obtained firom two separate experiments. 
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Fig. 4.19. Immediate effect of ET-I on glucose oxidation in rat 
cardiomyocytes 

All points axe an average of at least triplicate determinations and representative of 
results obtained from two separate experiments. 
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Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the short-term effect of 6 /tM TDGA treatment 

on palmitate and glucose oxidaticm, respectively. As expected, the TDGA 

significantly inhibited (by trafold) the palmitate oxidaticm in the treated group versus 

the control group. Figure 4.21, on the other hand, shows the effect of 6 i/M. TDGA 

treatment which significantly increased glucose oxidation (-'by 50%). The long-

term effect of TDGA on palmitate and glucose oxidation was identical to its short-

term effects. 

Figure 4.22 shows the effect of lO'̂ M of Ang-n on palmitate oxidation. 

Surprisingly, Ang-II significantly decreased palmitate oxidation by 16%. This 

phenomenon was seen both with short-term and long-term studies with Ang-n. fo 

addition, Fig. 4.23 also shows that 10^ losartan (Ang-n receptor inhibitor) 

treatment of cardiomyocytes along with Ang-n prevents the repression of palmitate 

oxidation. This suggested that the effect of Ang-n on palmitate oxidation was 

possibly recq>tor mediated. 

However, when the effect of lO'̂ M of Ang-n on glucose oxidation as 

depicted in Fig. 4.24 was examined, no difference in glucose oxidation was 

observed betwem the treated and the control groups. 

Glucose Uptake 

As another indicator of metabolic activi^ during hypertrophy, the uptake of 

[>^C]-2-deoxyglucose into cardiomyocyte due to various pharmacologic stimuli was 
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Fig. 4.20. Immediate effect of TDGA on ["C] palmitate oxidation in rat 
cardiomyocytes 

All points are an average of at least triplicate determinations and representative of 
results obtained from two separate experiments. 
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Fig. 4.21. Immediate effect of TDGA on glucose oxidation in rat 
cardiomyocytes 

All points are an average of at least triplicate determinations and representative of 
results obtained firom two separate experiments. 
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Fig. 4.22. Immediate effect of Ang-n on ['̂ C] palmitate oxidation in rat 
cardiomyocytes 

All points are an average of at least triplicate determinations and representative of 
results obtained from two separate experiments. 
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Fig. 4.23. Immediate effect of Ang-II on palmitate oxidation in rat cardiomyocytes 
in presence and absence of the Ang-II inliibitor losartan 

All points are an average of at least triplicate determinations and representative of 
results obtained from two separate experiments. 
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Fig. 4.24. Immediate effect of Ang-II on glucose oxidation in rat caidiomyocytes 

All points are an average of at least triplicate determinations and representative of 
results obtained from two sqarate experiments. 
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examined. Once again, caidiomyocytes were cultured and plated as described in the 

methods section. The plates of cardiomyo^te were placed into the following 

treatment groups: 20 /tM Nepi, 10"' M Ang-H, 10^ M ET-I, 6 fiM TDGA, 100 /tM 

ascorbate as a Nepi control and a DMSO control. Figure 4.25 shows the effect of 

each agent. On 2-deo^glucose uptake x-axis represents picomoles of 2-

deoxyglucose per ftg protein and the y-axis shows the different treatments and their 

control. All the agents studied caused significant inoease in glucose uptake into the 

heart cells when compared to the appropriate control. ET-I caused 244 ±5% 

increase, TDGA caused an increase of 190 ±12%, Ang-H caused 53 ±3% increase 

and Nepi caused 60 ±9% increase in 2-deoxyglucose uptake compared to their 

respective control. Surprisingly, the agent that caused the largest protein buildup 

Nepi (91 ±16% hypertrophy, 60 ±9% glucose uptake) is not the agent that affected 

the glucose uptake the most ET-I (62 ±4% hypertrophy, 244 ±5% glucose uptake) 

In a related study the effect of replacing the glucose in the cell culture media 

with 2-deoxyglucose, which is taken up by the cells but not metabolized, was 

examined. Di this study 10 mM lactate/pyruvate and 5 mM of 2-deoxyglucose 

replaced 5 mM glucose in DM£M-f-l% PCS. Replacement of glucose with 2-

deoxyglucose even in the presence of other cellular sources of energy prevented the 

hypertrophic effect of 20 fcM Nepi. 
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Fig. 4.2s. Effect of treatment of neonatal cardiomyocyte with 20 Nepi, 6 liM 
TDGA, 10*^ M Ang-n or 10^ M ET-I on 2-deoxyglucose upt^ 

Two different controls were used: Ascorbate - DMEM+ 1% FCS+ 100 (M 
ascorbate used for comparison with Nepi treatment and Control = DMEM+ 1% 
FCS+ 0.14% dimethyl sulfoxide used for comparison with Ang-II, ET-I and TDGA 
treatments. 2-deoxyglucose levels are the average of triplicate determinations. 



HMP Shunt 

We oamined the hexose monophosphate shunt as another indicator of 

metabolic activity of caidiomyo t̂es. HMP Shunts was examined in several ways. 

First, the activity of the shunt's rate limiting enzyme glucose-6-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (G-6-PDH) under the effect of various stimuli was compared to that 

of the control. No significant increase in the activity of the enzyme was detected. 

The second way the role of HMPS in the hypotrophic process was examined was to 

augment cardiomyocyte's media with ribose. It has been stipulated by Zimmo* et al. 

(1984) that supplementation of cardiac cells with ribose enhances the pool of the 

shunt's end-product 5-phosphoribosyl-l-pyrophosphate (PRPP), therefore, simulating 

a condition similar to an increase in HMPS activity. The supplementation of media 

with 0.5 mM of ribose did not significantly increase the total protein accumulation 

in myocytes stimulated by a hypertrophic agent versus non-stimulated myocytes. 

Finally we also attempted to directly measure the end products of HMPS 

(adenine nucleotide) produced in response to hypotrophic stimuli. Unfortunately, 

the data suggested that the number of cells required for direct measurement of 

adenine nucleotide would not have been possible due to the requirement for a very 

large number of animals. Therefore, the direct measurement of adenine nucleotide 

as a determinant of HMPS's activity was dropped from the line of inquiry. 
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CHAPTERS 

DISCUSSION 

The Model 

This study demonstrated that the modified neonatal cardiocyte culture was an 

appropriate model for the nqnd development and study of hypertrophy. In this 

model three day treatment of cells with bromodeoxyuridine ^rdU) was replaced by 

maintaining the cells in 1% FCS. Under these conditions, it was shown that 

myocytes represented 85% or more of total cells in culture. The pocentage of 

myocytes in our model was comparable to the percentage of myocytes reported by 

other investigators who treated the cardiac cell cultures with BrdU (Simpson, 1989). 

This model bypassed the need for antiproliferative agents, such as BrdU, which 

ent» nucleus, integrate into DNA and potentially interfere with transcription, and 

other cellular processes, bi &ct, toxicity of BrdU has well been established and this 

study suggested a possible interference of this agoit with protein accumulation 

(Pinson, 1987; Puck, 1967). By establishing that the modified model represented 

cardiomyocytes and by proving hypertrophic potential of Nepi, Ang-n, ET-I and 

TDGA within for^-dght hours, the utility of this model for r îd development and 

assessment of hypertrophy was established. Along with the new microtiter plate 

technology, the modified neonatal cell culture model allowed for nqpid and 

simultaneous assays of a nimiber of agents for establishing each agmt's hypertrophic 

potential. In a similar manner, this model can be used to assess the anti-
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hypertrophic potential of many pharmacologic agmts. 

Comparing the hypertrophic potential of agents involved in hemodynamic 

cascades to that of TDGA did not show a unique c îabilî  for hemodynamic agents 

to increase myocardiocyte's protein content In £act, Ang-n, a hemodynamic agent 

that is a non-inotropic, antihypotensive which also slows the heart rate, caused the 

least amount of hypertrophy in the cell culture model. 

DNA and Hypotrophy 

Comparing the DNA content of the cell cultures treated with each agent 

showed that Nepi, Ang-II and TDGA all significantly inoeased the DNA content of 

the myocytes compared with the control. ET-I did not significantly increase the 

DNA content of the myocytes. No correlation was seen between DNA and protein 

effects of hypertrophic agents used to stimulate cardiomyocytes. The diversî  of 

changes in protein and DNA content of myocyte showed that hypertrophic response 

to each pharmacologic stimulus was unique. In fiict, while quantifying myocyte and 

non-myocyte populations in N î treated cultures, some myocytes had become 

binucleated. This effect was not detected in cardiocytes treated with Ang-n, ET-I or 

TDGA. The findings that DNA content of cardiomyocyte increased during the 

hypertrophic process and the finding that Nepi treatment led to binucleation of 

cardiomyocytes confirmed similar rqwrts by other investigators (Claycomb, 1983; 

Clubb, 1984; Muldoon, 1990). These findings are contrary to accepted dogma that 

hypertrophy occurs as growth in cell size without any change in DNA content of the 
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cell. Some investigaton attributed these findings to the neonatal nature of 

cardiomyocytes (Masse, 1974; Eghbali, 1991). It has been postulated that neonatal 

heart cells are in the transition stage between fetal and adult. It has been suggested 

that during this period they maintain the capability to respond to hypertrophic stimuli 

by undergoing DNA synthesis and nucleokinesis but are unable to undergo cell 

division (Qubb, 1984). On the other hand other investigators have suggested that 

mitosis, an increase in DNA and binucleation, were inherent although they may be 

rare parts of hypertrophic response that are stimulus dependent (Claycomb & 

Bradshaw, 1983; Masse, 1981). In both intact rat hearts and rat cardiomyocyte 

cultures, which had under gone hypotrophy, it had been observed that the 

percentage of binucleated cardiomyocytes increased. However, it is not known if 

individual binucleated cardiomyocyte have larger protein content compared to other 

cardiomyocytes. Binucleation of cardiomyocyte had been reported to occur in both 

adult rat hearts and human hearts that had undo* gone hypertrophy and had been 

suggested to be an indicator of hypertrophy (Claycomb, 1983). The results of this 

study did not confirm dther of the above hypotheses regarding the nature of 

neonatal cells and hypertrophy. The findings suggested both binucleation and DNA 

augmentation were stimulus dependent. The routine usage of antineoplastic agents 

that inhibited DNA synthesis and nucleokinesis in neonatal cultures may have been 

the reason that these effects were under rqmrted in literature. 
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Pharmacologic inhibitors 

Both ET-I and Ang-n can be locally produced and secreted by the 

cardiomyocytes (Urata, 1993; Xu, 1993). To access the basal role of ET-I and 

Ang-n in the cultures, the effect of the ET-I receptor antagonist, BQ123, and Ang-n 

receptor antagonist, losartan, on cardiomyocytes that were not exposed to 

hypertrophic agmts were examined. In a similar &shion the effect of PK-C 

inhibitor, bisindolylmaleimide, on cardiomyocytes that were not stimulated by 

hypertrophic agents were also ^camined (Zou & Komuro, 1996). At a concentration 

that completely blocked hypertrophic effect of Ang-II, losartan fiuled to show any 

effect on either protein or DNA levels of cardiomyocytes. The inability of losartan 

to modulate basal protein and DNA content of cardiomyocytes suggested that Ang-n 

was either not present or present in insufficient concentration to effect 

cardiomyocytes in control cultures. However, both BQ123 and bisindolylmaleimide 

significantly reduced the levels of DKA and protein per cell compared with the 

control. These results suggested that both ET-I and activated PK-C at some basal 

level of activity woe presrat in neonatal cell cultures (Bogoyevitch & Sugden, 

1996). This may have been due to presence of 1% PCS in the media of cultured 

cardiomyocyte that may have contained hypertrophic fectors that activated PK-C or 

led to local secretion of ET-I (Xu, 1993). &ideed some investigators have suggested 

that in response to certain hypertrophic stimuli ET-I is released firom cardiomyocytes 

in an autocrine or paracrine fashion and modulate the hypertrophic process 

(Bogoyevitch, 1993). 
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Looking into a possibility that ET-I may have acted as a distal effector of 

Nepi, Ang-n, or TDGA, the ability of BQ123 to block or modulate hypertrophy 

caused by each agent was examined. It was shown that BQ123 blocked the 

hypotrophic effect of Ang-II and TDGA but not that of Kqri. These results were 

consistent with earlier findings that BQ123 either interfered with the action of 

growth Victors in the media that was supplemented with 1% serum or blocked the 

effect of locally secreted ET-I. Therefore, BQ123 inhibition of both TDGA's and 

Ang-n's hypotrophy might be either due to a blockage of ET-I released as result of 

treatment with TDGA or Ang-II, antagonism of the ET-I contained or induced by 

the serum, or both. 

Using losartan, Ang-n was examined as a possible distant effector for Kepi 

and the non-hemodynamic agoit TDGA. Although losartan had failed to have any 

effect on cardiomyocytes that were not reposed to hypertrophic agents, it was able 

to inhibit the hypotrophy caused by TDGA and Nepi. The inability of losartan to 

modulate hypertrophy in control cultures suggested that Ang-H, unlike ET-I, was 

either not presmt or not secreted in response to 1% PCS in the control cultures. 

Conversely, losartan's ability to modulate protein buildup in presence of 

hypertrophic stimuli implied a possible effector role for Ang-II for both TDGA and 

Nepi in the model. These findings added to an increasing body of evidence, 

suggesting that Ang-n might be released in cardiomyocytes as a result of an 

exposure to hypertrophic stimuli (Nunez & Hosoya, 1997; Sadoshima & Izumo, 

1993). 
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Additionally, bisindolylmaldmidc was used to examine the extent to which 

PK-C inhibition modulated the hypettiophy caused by TDGA, Nepi and Ang-II. 

Bisindolylmaleimide, a non-selective inhibitor of PK-C, blocked the hypertrophic 

effect of all three agents. These findings not only confirmed a role for PK-C in 

hypertrophy caused by Nepi and Ang-II but also suggested a possible role for PK-C 

in TDGA induced hypertrophy. However, unlike Nepi, Ang-H and TDGA that act 

through specific receptors or specific sites, PK-C, as a second messenger, could be 

activated by a variety of growth factors and hormones and was ubiquitously involved 

in cell growth and metabolism (Gu, 1994; Stanaert, 1990). As mentioned, 

bisindolylmaleimide, even in the control cultures, decreased the protein content. 

The combination of the ubiquitous nature of PK-C, the unselective nature of 

bisindolylmaleimide and its interference with protein accumulation in control 

cultures made PK-C involvement in the hypertrophy caused by each agent almost 

impossible to assess. At the same time, these results also confirmed that in the 

neonatal model of cardiomyocytes, PK-C is involved in both basal growth and 

stimulated hypertrophy. 

Gene Expression 

To compare the hypertrophy caused by hemodynamic agents to that of 

TDGA, mRNA was isolated firom cardiomyocytes treated with each agent. mRNA 

from each group was screened for induction/r^ression of alpha- and beta-myosin 
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heavy-chain (a- and /9-MHC), the main contractile elements of a myo t̂e, and C-fos 

the oncogoie suspected of being one of the early signals in initiation of hypertrophy 

Awards, 1994). All agoits repressed C-fos expre^on after IS minute of 

exposure; however, it was found that Nî i, ET-I and Ang-H selectively inoeased 

the expression of ^-MHC whereas TDGA selectively increased a-MHC gene. The 

finding that C-fos e^qnession was not induced by short tram esqiosure to 

hypertrophic agents may either indicate a difference in the technique of mRNA 

isolation or a qualitative difference in gene expression in our model. However, this 

differ îce in gene expression, with findings of other investigators, was seen only 

with C-fos and did not zpply to a- and ff-MHC expression. In rats jS-MHC is 

predominantly expressed during fetal stages of heart development where a-MHC is 

preferentially expressed during adulthood (Kadal-Ginard, 1993). Howevo', 

expression of /3-MHC in postnatal rat heart has been associated with pathological 

hypertrophy. Preferoitial a-MHC induction also occurred in the cardiac 

hypertrophy associated with exercise. This selectivî  in MHC gene expression was 

the main distinguishing feature between the hypertrophy caused by hemodynamic 

(Nq)i, Ang-n, Et-I) and that of non-hemodynamic (TDGA) agents in this model. 

To further e}q>lain this diffttmce between hemodynamic and non-hemodynamic 

agents, the effect of actinomycin-D on the hypertrophy caused by Nepi versus that 

of TDGA was compared. It has been suggested that hypertrophic agents increased 

mRNA which, in turn, led to increased protein synthesis (Alpem, 1992). It has also 

been postulated that hemodynamic hypertrophy was a result of an increase in the 
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rate of nbosomal assembly and therefore translation (McDermott,1989). 

Actinomydn-D is a potent inhibitor of DNA dependent SNA polymerase and acts as 

a nonspecific inhibitor of mRNA. Therefore, if the increase in the mRNA level was 

the only mechanism of Nepi or TDGA that caused hypertrophy, then actinomydn-D 

treatment would inhibit the protein buildup. Actinomydn-D blocked TDGA's ability 

to cause hypertrophy but Nepi hypertrophy was only partially (-34%) diminished. 

The results confirmed a role for increased mRNA levels in hypertrophy of neonatal 

cardiomyocytes; however, this role in case of Nî  was not exdusive of other 

potential effects. Inability of actinomydn-D to totally block the Nepi induced 

hypertrophy suggested that dther Nî i was able to activate the inhibited RNA 

polymerase or Nepi had a potential post-transcriptional effect that was at least partly 

responsible for its hypertrophic effect. The result of gene expression experimrats 

and actinomydn-D studies further delineated that hypertrophic agents both in terms 

of the plausible site of action and in toms of quality of the induced message were 

highly variable. 

Li similar operiments with cycloheximide (the inhibitor of new protein 

synthesis) it had been have shown that Nqn's ability to induce gene oqiression is 

indq)endent of new protein (transacting foctor) synthesis (Simpson, 1989). This 

finding further ddineates the possibility that hypertrophy is a process with multiple 

levels of control. 
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Metabolism 

Several indices of metabolic activity in the established neonatal lat 

cardiomyocyte model woe also examined and compared. These included glucose 

and &tty-acid oxidation, glucose up-take and pentose phosphate pathway. 

Glucose and Fat Oxidation 

Normally the heart derives s^proximately 70% of its energy firom &tty-add 

(Opie, 1992). Some investigators have suggested that depression of fat oxidation 

associated with TDGA is a unique path to hypertrophy (Bressler, 1989; Christe, 

1994; Rossi & Lortet, 1996). Other investigators have stipulated that down 

regulation of £it oxidation and the shift to glucose oxidation might be a conmion 

mechanism that all hypertrophic agents share in common dressier, 1989; 

Schonekess & Allard, 1996). To examine both these hypotheses, the effect of each 

agent on glucose and fotty-add oxidation of cardiomyocytes was compared. 

Comparison of glucose and &tty-acid oxidation revealed no common pattern 

of metabolic altoation in response to treatment with hypertrophying agents in the 

study. From obtained results, it was also clear that the suspected shift to glucose 

utilization seen when cardiomyo t̂es were exposed to TDGA was not a 

charactoistic change in the hypertrophic process cause by all agents. Agents such 

as Nepi and ET-I did not alter glucose or fotty-acid oxidation in neonatal 

cardiomyocytes. On the other hand, it was found that both TDGA and Ang-n 
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reduced the level of fetty-acid oxidation by approximately 90% and 30%, 

respectively. However, unlike TDGA, Ang-II's cî ncity to depress long chain &t̂ -

add oxidation was not accompanied with an increase in glucose oxidation. Of 

interest, was the discovery that the Ang-n mediated depression of long chain Sub

acids was receptor mediated. Indeed AT-1 recqitor inhibitor losartan reversed the 

depression of fatty-add oxidation in cardiomyocytes, which had been exposed, to 

Ang-n. Depression of &tty-add oxidation could be interpreted in several ways: 1) 

through some unknown mechanism, Ang-H decreases &tty-acid oxidation a without 

corresponding quantifiable increase in glucose oxidation, 2) Ang-II treatment 

increases the production of (unlabeled) diacylglycerides and &tty-adds, therefore, 

decreasing the production of labeled '̂ C02 due to an increase in the pool of 

unlabelled fat̂ -add available for oxidation. If the former of the two arguments is 

correct, this will be the first report of Ang-n mediate repression of fet̂ -add 

oxidation which showed that repression of fatty-add oxidation is not a unique 

attribute of TDGA. This is important because during an ischemic injury, &tty-add 

oxidation is also depressed and the accumulation of firee fiitty-adds predisposes the 

heart to fiirther injury (Dhalla, 1992; Zhang, 1993). Therefore, the possibility of 

reversing or modulating the dq>ression of fetty-add oxidation provided a novel 

intervention in myocardial ischemia prevention of its sequela. 

In recent studies, the role of redox potential in hypertrophy was examined. 

For this purpose, the glucose in the media was replaced with a lactate-pyruvate 

mixture, which showed that Niepi was still capable of inducing hypertrophy, 
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therefore suggesting the cs^ability of Nî i to cause hypertrophy was indepoident of 

the redox status of the cardiomyocyte. 

Glucose Uptake 

Although no common pattern of change in glucose or fetty-add oxidation was 

obs^ed among the four hypertrophic agents, it was found that all agents increased 

myocyte glucose uptake significantly. The agents' abilî  to increase glucose uptake 

did not correlate with the agent's o îlî  to cause hypertrophy or stimulate DNA 

synthesis. Nepi, which increased protein contrats of the cells by 91%, increased the 

glucose uptake by 60% and DNA content by 140%. Ang-II increased the protein 

content by 33%, glucose uptake by 53% and DNA content by 120%. TDGA and 

ET-I increased glucose uptake by 190% and 244%, the protein by 46% and 62%, 

respectively. ET-I had no significant effect on DNA, but TDGA increased the DNA 

content of cardiomyocyte by 147%. 

Furthermore comparing the abilî  of agents to stimulate glucose uptake with 

the agents' abilî  to stimulate glucose oxidation also fiuled to reveal a correlation 

between the two effects. N ,̂ Ang-n, TDGA and ET-I increased glucose uptake 

by 60%, S3%, 190%, and 244%, respectively but only TDGA increased glucose 

oxidation. These results suggested that, at least in neonatal rat cardiomyocytes, the 

agent's quantitative capad  ̂to increase glucose uptake was independent of the 

agent's hypertrophic activity and myocyte fuel utilization status. This might be 

explained by higher glycogen content and utilization in neonatal mt cardiomyocytes 
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which would minimize the need for glucose iqitake. 

Pentose Phosphate Pathway 

Since the increase in glucose uptake and not the increase in glucose oxidation 

was a common link between all agents that caused hypertrophy, other possible paths 

for utilization of glucose were investigated. This implicated the pentose phosphate 

pathway or hexose monophosphate shunt. Although, PPP was normally thought to 

play a minor role in postnatal heart cells, some investigators postulated that PPP 

may played a more important role during hypertrophy by increasing the shunt's 

c2^)acity to produce mRNA precursors (Dow, 1985 ; Zimmer, 1973, 1992). Lideed 

since PPP was the major path for production of 5-phosphoribosyl that could be 

converted to 5-phosphoribosyl-l-pyrophosphate, a precursor biosynthesis of both 

purines and pyrimidines (Zimmer, 1981), the up regulation of PPP's rate or 

capacity increased the pool of nucleotides available for RNA biosynthesis and its 

eventual translation into protein. The role of PPP in neonatal heart cell hypotrophy 

was studied by ocamination of the activî  of the rate limiting enzyme, glucose-6-

phosphate dehydrogenase, in response to treatment of myocytes with hypertrophic 

agents. Additionally, the role of PPP was examined by supplementing the 

cardiomyocyte culture with ribose, a possible potentiator adoiine nucleotide 

biosynthesis in the rat heart (Zimmer, 1978). Neither of these studies confirmed a 

major role for PPP during the hypertrophic process. 



Ill 

&i summaiy, this study; 1) established a model for r^d assessment of the 

hypertrophy in vitro, 2) showed that in the neonatal cardiomyocyte, the hypertrophic 

process was not exclusive of DNA synthesis and mitosis, 3) established a possible 

effector role for Ang-n in the hypotrophy caused by TDGA and Nqti 4) determined 

glucose uptake to be a common attribute of Nqu, Ang-n, ET-I and TDGA treatment 

of cardiomyocytes, S) confirmed that RNA up-regulation possibly played a major but 

not an exclusive role in hypertrophy and 6) foiled to confirm the hypotheses that the 

shift firom fiit to glucose oxidation was a common theme in hypertrophy caused by 

Nepi, Ang-n, ET-I and TDGA. The study also established that Ang-H, similar to 

TDGA, caused an apparent decrease in fat oxidation which might be either due to 

increased free fotty-add increase in available unlabelled pool of fotty-adds) or to 

the receptor mediated activity of Ang-n. All findings suggested that, except for a 

common end-point of protein accumulation and an increased glucose uptake, 

hypertrophy caused by Nepi, Ang-H, ET-I and TDGA both in terms of its metabolic 

mechanism and qualitative effect were different and unique to the stimulus. 
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